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“As the market matures and perceptions
towards the cloud change, more
businesses will begin to trust in it as a viable
and secure IT supply model”
Wladimiro Bedin, BEDIN Shop Systems
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elcome to the Winter 2011 issue of Speak and let me take a moment to introduce myself.
I am Tracy Issel, the new general manager of the Worldwide Retail Sector and Enterprise
Solutions at Microsoft. It is a great pleasure to be taking on the executive sponsorship of Speak.
This issue is all about the run up to the holiday season. Most retailers have already made
their preparations: festive store displays are already up, orders have been placed with
suppliers, extra staff have been hired and marketing strategies are being executed. But the real
test lies in how well they’ve prepared further down the supply chain. It goes without saying
that the implications of busy shopping periods on the supply chain are significant. And today,
with many retailers now offering their customers other channels, such as online and mobile,
through which to shop, they’re not only under pressure to ensure their stores are well stocked
and they have enough staff on hand to deal with the hoards of customers coming through
their doors, but they also have enough stock to meet demand for their online stores and
have the server capacity to cope with peaks in traffic. You can find out in our feature on page
36 how Microsoft and its partners are helping retailers manage complexities and improve
visibility across the supply chain to meet consumer demands. You can also discover on page
44 what self-service solutions are being developed to help retailers reduce queue times and
enrich in-store experiences – all crucial in the run up to Christmas.
I hope you enjoy the issue and I hope we’ll see you and potentially have the chance to
meet at the National Retail Federation’s Big Show in New York in January.
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Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail offers midsize and enterprise specialty retailers
point-of-sale, store management, supply chain, merchandising and ﬁnancials
capabilities to deliver business productivity and customer service in a single,
integrated solution. The integration, control and role-tailored capabilities of
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail help retailers address the challenges facing them
today and tomorrow. Learn more www.microsoft.com/dynamics/ax/retail

Making your retail business

dynamic

NCR SelfServ Checkout Personalization—
the next evolution in self-checkout

The self-checkout communicates in Spanish, sets her

NCR SelfServ Checkout Personalization empowers

receipt to her email address to conclude the transaction.

consumers to do it their way and define their own selfcheckout experience, creating faster checkout times and
more self-checkout usage. When the retailer deploys
the NCR Enterprise Preference Manager, consumers
can visit the retailer’s website to set up self-checkout
personalization and choose their theme, language,

volume level, quickly identifies Mary’s picklist of favorite
produce based on her past purchases, and delivers the
Mary’s selections made her checkout faster, easier and
more fun.
With NCR SelfServ Checkout Personalization,
retailers can:
•

relationships with more effectively targeted

volume level, picklist for non-bar-coded items and
other options.
The process begins at home when a shopper, in this
case Mary, registers with a retailer’s website and

Do It My Way

opts-in for self-checkout personalization. Mary can set
up her self-checkout experience by selecting and saving
her personal preferences. Mary can pick a theme of
interest such as her favorite television show, her favorite
hobby or passion or her favorite sports team. She can
also select her receipt delivery preference as email or
text. Mary can also choose her preferred language,

Build strong customer relationships that
create the experience consumers expect
while improving store productivity

such as Spanish, and determine her audio level

Increase loyalty and build closer customer
promotions

•

Speed transaction times by allowing predefined
preferences and favorite items

•

Drive more transactions through
self-checkout

NCR also helps retailers further optimize the customer
experience at self-checkout with a comprehensive, endto-end range of service offers, including Deployment
Services, NCR Predictive Services and Help Desk Services
with support in 10 languages. More than 150 retailers
from 13 different retail segments and over 25 countries

(volume control).

use NCR SelfServ Checkout. NCR SelfServ Checkout

Once in the physical store, Mary can use her loyalty card

checkout experience—allowing consumers to do it

at the self-checkout so the machine can recognize her.

Personalization is the next evolution of the customer
their way.

Alternatively, she could use a personal identification
number if the loyalty card was unavailable.
The self-checkout screen then changes to reflect Mary’s
selected theme, and the self-checkout experience flows
according to her preferences.

Now more than ever, consumers want to serve themselves when, where and how they choose.
In fact, 83% of global consumers are more likely to do business with retailers that allow them to
personalize and control where, when and how they interact through their preferred channels.1
European research also shows that three out of four consumers desire self-service technology
in the physical store, led by self-checkout, mobile functions and a variety of kiosk applications.2
Retailers understand the value of providing their customers with converged channel, self-service
and personalization options.
NCR’s c-tailing™ solutions provide software, technology and services that help retailers
differentiate, drive growth and lower costs in a converged channel experience. One of the key
drivers of NCR’s c-tailing, NCR SelfServ™ Checkout Personalization, is available in the United
States and select countries in Europe.

1
2

NCR Buzzback 2010
NCR commissioned NPD European research 2011

83% of global consumers are more
likely to do business with retailers that
allow them to personalize and control
where, when and how they interact
through their preferred channels.

Why NCR?
With over 127 years of retail experience, NCR is a global technology company leading how the world
connects, interacts and transacts with business. We help our clients around the world improve their
customer interactions, implement change quickly and proactively, and transform their businesses to
become leaders and change agents. We can help you, too. For more information, email retail@ncr.com
or visit www.ncr.com/c-tailing.
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Speak is produced in partnership with Microsoft (NASDAQ ‘MSFT’), the world leader
in software, services and solutions that help people and businesses realise their full
potential. The company offers a wide range of products and services designed to
empower people through great software – anytime, any place and on any device.

Dynamics AX for Retail
& Maginus, the perfect
partnership for
Multi-Channel Retail
Microsoft AX for Retail with Multi Channel Commerce (MCC)
from My Genius is a real time multi channel solution that
enables retailers to gain maximum benefits from trading
across multiple channels including stores, eCommerce,
kiosks and mobile. Talk to My Genius and find out how to truly
integrate your sales channels to maximise sales,
minimise costs and improve customer service.
To find out more about how Maginus integrated software solutions
could help grow your business visit: www.my-genius.co.uk

Publishing Partners

Dassault Systèmes‘ retail portfolio includes 3DVIA for online 3D lifelike
experiences, and ENOVIA PLM for global collaboration on product innovation,
development and global sourcing. Internal and external teams work on a single
version of the truth, driving significant improvements to product lead times for
top-line growth while delivering operational efficiencies to the bottom line.

NCR is a global technology company and leader in automated teller machines,
self-checkouts and other self- and assisted-service solutions, serving customers
in more than 100 countries. NCR’s software, hardware, consulting and support
services help organisations in retail, financial, travel, healthcare and other
industries interact with consumers across multiple channels.

Maginus is a launch partner for Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail and a Microsoft Gold
Certified Partner with many years experience of the multi-channel market. Microsoft
Dynamics AX for Retail with Multi Channel Commerce from Maginus is a real-time,
multi-channel solution that enables retailers to benefit from trading across multiple
channels, including increased sales, reduced costs and improved customer service.

Rackspace Hosting is the world's leading specialist in hosting and cloud
computing and has been ranked in the Financial Times 'Top 50 Great Places to
Work in the United Kingdom' for the past six years. Rackspace provides Fanatical
Support to its customers across a portfolio of IT services, including managed
hosting and cloud computing.

Sponsors

Industry Partners

Aberdeen is a leading fact-based research company,
with 2.5 million readers in over 40 countries. After
benchmarking 644,000-plus companies, Aberdeen
helps technology end-users achieve best-in-class
performance by providing research that reveals how
to increase revenues, profitability and business growth.

EHI is a scientific institute of the retail industry. The
500-plus members of EHI include international retail
companies along with their industry associations,
consumer and capital goods manufacturers and
service providers. EHI carries out research, organises
conferences and working groups, and operates its
own publishing house.

WhichPLM is an independent news and information
hub boasting a readership of key decision makers
from apparel and retail companies looking for a
product lifecycle management solution. Users can
download tools to guide them through the PLM
selection process as well as compare vendors and
evaluate PLM solutions.
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Sharing the success of SharePoint
Microsoft SharePoint Conference 2011, the most
comprehensive event that covers SharePoint
and related technology, took place in the US in
Anaheim, California on 3-6 October. More than
5,000 attendees took part in around 240 sessions
presented by Microsoft, SharePoint experts and
customers, focusing on how customers can use
the product as a platform for critical business
applications, collaboration, content management,
search and enterprise social networking.
Kurt DelBene, president of the Microsoft
Office division; Jeff Teper, corporate vice
president of SharePoint; and Jared Spataro,
senior director of SharePoint product
management, delivered keynote speeches
about the current state of the SharePoint
business and what lies ahead for the product,
customers and partners.
Sparto kicked off the event by underlining
the success of SharePoint since its launch as a
collaboration solution ten years ago. He said:
“To date, we’ve sold over 125 million licenses
of SharePoint to more than 65,000 customers.
That’s scale. In fact, if SharePoint were a
standalone business, it would be one of the
top 50 software firms in the world.”
He added: “But it’s not just scale that we’re
worried about as a team. We want to make sure
that we drive impact. And we’re particularly
proud of the fact that while SharePoint was
known as a departmental solution very early
in its life, today 67 per cent of our enterprise
customers have rolled out SharePoint for
everyone for very, very broad adoption.”
There was also a raft of SharePoint product
announcements from partners in attendance
at the event. The social enhancements in
SharePoint 2010 have enabled partners to
build even more innovative social collaboration
capabilities into their solutions. Neudesic
launched a new version of its enterprise
social software: Pulse 2.0. The latest release
includes the addition of social tasks and group
features for focused online team building and

www.onwindows.com
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“We'll be doing more and more to enable rich, cloudbased applications that can be run in a consistent way
on-premise, in the private cloud or public cloud”
Jeff Teper, Microsoft

Microsoft signs global
retail deal with Tesco

Tesco’s deal with Microsoft will give the retailer access to the latest Microsoft technologies

More than 5,000 people attended the SharePoint Conference to learn more about collaboration
collaboration, as well as deep integration with
SharePoint and user interface enhancements.
Staying with the social theme, Bamboo
Solutions unveiled an application for
SharePoint that is designed to enhance
social collaboration within the enterprise. By
extending SharePoint 2010’s out-of-the-box
social collaboration capabilities, Community
Central allows organisations to add tools users
expect from consumer social platforms to their
SharePoint environment. The application is
aimed at helping companies change the way
they manage and share information.
The cloud was a major point of discussion
at the conference, with KnowledgeLake
announcing its ‘cloud-ready’ roadmap,

featuring offerings for the Windows Azure
platform. The company is introducing the
first complete capture and imaging solution
for SharePoint available in both cloud and
on premise deployments. It will launch
KnowledgeLake Capture Online 1.0 for
Windows Azure in 2012. KnowledgeLake
Imaging for SharePoint is already available in
a private cloud environment.
“Customers want to know how cloud
computing can drive bottom-line business
results,” commented Spataro. “By combining
Windows Azure and SharePoint Online,
Knowledge Lake’s Capture Online uses the
power of the cloud to streamline capture and
imaging processes.”

The launch of Office 365 earlier this year,
which includes SharePoint Online as a key
part of the productivity suite, also sparked
excitement about the power of cloud computing.
Teper highlighted some of the enhancements
that the company is making for the next release
of SharePoint Online in Office 365. He said:
“We’ll include business connectivity support,
including read-write access to web services, to
make it easy for people to build cloud-based
applications that connects to any other type of
data. This is just a step, we’ll be doing more and
more to enable rich, cloud-based applications
that can be run in a consistent way on-premise,
in the private cloud or public cloud, as we have
with Office 365.”

The world’s third biggest retailer Tesco has
committed to the Microsoft platform in an eightyear, worldwide agreement. The deal is aimed at
enabling Tesco to improve productivity, decisionmaking, knowledge sharing and operational
excellence across the 14 countries in which it
currently operates.
As part of the agreement, Tesco and its affiliates
will have access to the latest versions of Microsoft
products and services in their head offices,
stores, distribution and data centres, including
Windows, Office, SharePoint, Exchange, Lync,
System Center, BizTalk and SQL Server. These
technologies will underpin Tesco’s strategic
objectives of growing its international presence,
expanding its non-food business, and offering
a broader selection of retail services such as

banking, online and mobile.
Tesco is expecting to see value immediately
through the deployment of SharePoint, Exchange
and Lync to create a new global collaboration
platform. This will help it share best practices to
its international subsidiaries, facilitate product
innovation with internal experts and suppliers,
and build communities of expertise.
“We have lots of colleagues in Tesco, doing lots
of jobs all over the world,” said Mike McNamara,
group CIO at Tesco. “These technologies can help
bring us together to share learning and expertise,
views and opinions, thoughts and ideas.”
The deal also includes Microsoft Services’
Enterprise Strategy programme to help Tesco set
strategy and prioritise and deliver projects so risks
are minimised and time-to-value is accelerated.

Dates for your diary
Apparel Business & Technology Leadership Conference
3-4 November 2011; New York, USA
European E-Commerce Conference 2011
22 November 2011; Brussels, Belgium
NRF 2012
15-18 January 2012; New York, USA
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to redefine your retailing?

s.Oliver stays in fashion with V6 PLM
Retail industry trends:
click and collect
convenient, says NCR

choose the multi-channel expert

UK consumers are embracing click and
collect, which enables them to place orders
online and pick-up in-store, because it
is fast, free and familiar, says research
from NCR. As a result, shopping using
a convergence of online, mobile and
physical stores is likely to grow at a faster
rate than online shopping in the run-up

how to outperform customer expectations

to Christmas. Cost-consciousness and
convenience are the primary drivers behind
this trend. Over half of British consumers
polled opt for click and collect because
they don’t want to pay for home deliveries.
More than two fifths want the item as soon
as possible or find shopping in bricks and
mortar stores more convenient. Almost a
third find it’s simply not convenient to get
items delivered at work or home.
NCR also predicts wi-fi will be the next
big retail trend in 2012. The use of wireless
hotspots almost doubled in the last 12
months to 4.9 million users according to
the Office for National Statistics.

Know the power of multi-channel by K3 - solutions built on years of
experience and tailored to help you perform at your best.

s.Oliver is using the V6 PLM solution to accelerate product development
German retailer s.Oliver has selected Dassault
Systèmes’ Version 6 (V6) product lifecycle
management (PLM) solution as its global
platform for design and development. This is
aimed at ensuring approximately 300 users in
Germany and more than 550 worldwide have
access to up-to-date information required to
create and manufacture new collections.
s.Oliver has replaced all its legacy product
data management systems with ENOVIA
Version 6 PLM to streamline product line
complexities, achieve lead-time reduction,
and enhance global collaboration. The

www.onwindows.com

ENOVIA Apparel Accelerator for Design
and Development provides domain-specific
apparel design and production capabilities to
meet fashion industry needs.
“Core V6 technology and out-of-the box
ENOVIA functionalities provide us with ideal
support to manage the constantly growing
complexity of what we do, and also enable
us to respond rapidly and flexibly to new
trends, as well as to customer demands,”
said Henry Taubald, managing director
operations at s.Oliver.
By 2012, the company’s direct suppliers

and third-party agencies will also be set to
be connected to the V6 platform. “s.Oliver’s
decision to choose our platform shows that,
with our solutions, companies in the fashion
industry are able to connect creativity with
business domains such as purchasing,
production and logistics,” said Monica
Menghini, vice president consumer goods,
packaged goods and retail industries at
Dassault Systèmes. “The integrated and open
approach offered by V6 gives the company
opportunities to bring new products to
market faster than the competition.”

Powerful, Agile and Simple to use software supports our drive to deliver
multi-channel retail excellence. Solutions that help you manage product
lifecycles from concept to end of life. Tools to connect your people with
critical information about sales history. The wish lists and preferences
they need to drive more sales and deliver great customer service.
Connect with K3 to achieve better business performance in
2012 and beyond.

EPoS | Digital Retail | Loyalty & Insight | Product Management | Business Intelligence
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JustEnough and Cole Systems align for Dynamics
JustEnough Software, a provider of demand
management solutions, has partnered with
Cole Systems. The two companies can help
Microsoft Dynamics AX users gain important
retail planning functionality on top of their
enterprise resource planning (ERP) platform.
JustEnough’s Merchandise & Assortment
Planning, Price & Markdown Planning, Space
Planning and Allocation & Replenishment
solutions are fully integrated with Dynamics
AX. DAVIDsTEA, a premium tea retailer
based in Canada, is one of the first companies
to benefit from the partnership between the
two companies. The retailer had enlisted Cole
Systems to implement Dynamics AX. When it
then expressed interest in adding advanced
planning capabilities on top of Microsoft’s
ERP system, Cole Systems steered the retailer
toward JustEnough.
David Weiner, Cole Systems’ chief
executive officer, said: “We knew JustEnough
was the right software provider to help
DAVIDsTEA bring more sophisticated
demand management solutions on board.
Cole Systems’ industry expertise and
experience paired with JustEnough’s bestof-breed technology will help many retailers
searching for an efficient, cost-effective way to
take their businesses to the next level.”

Solving Today's
Complex Retail Problems
N
RF

marketwatch

Meet with JustEnough at NRF’s
2012 Annual Convention
Contact Us Now and schedule a time to
meet and learn how JustEnough can help
you achieve your business goals.

End-to-End Retail Planning Solutions
for Microsoft Dynamics
Merchandising & Assortment Planning
JustEnough and Cole Systems' partnership is strengthening their Dynamics AX offering

Price & Markdown Planning

“Together, we can help Microsoft
Dynamics AX users gain the planning
functionality needed to improve business
processes and grow market share,” said
Malcolm Buxton, JustEnough’s president
and chief executive officer.
JustEnough also jointly hosted an event
with Cole Systems and Keyora for mid- to
enterprise-level organisations using the
Microsoft Dynamics suite on 22 September
in New York City. Representatives from

Promotions Planning & Analysis

Carol’s Daughter, an upscale retailer of
natural beauty products and a Dynamics AX
for Retail customer, were at the event.
“Companies like Carol’s Daughter
are a great example of businesses that
understand they can now have access to the
best of both worlds: Microsoft’s scalable and
adaptable ERP solution, as well as best-inclass technology that will enable them to
solve even their toughest retail problems,”
said Buxton.

Space Planning
Allocation & Replenishment
Mobile SFA for Dynamics CRM

Waitrose selects Wincor Nixdorf for self-service
Waitrose has chosen to implement Wincor Nixdorf self-service technology
across its branches in the UK. The agreement will see Wincor Nixdorf
providing equipment and services across Waitrose supermarkets, including
its convenience branches. Using self-service checkouts the retailer aims to
speed up transaction times, minimise queues, reduce the space taken up
by traditional checkouts and improve the customer experience.
Waitrose estimates that at least 20 per cent of transactions are
now channelled through the self-checkout terminals, with that figure
significantly higher in some city centre locations. This has reduced queue
times and, as a result, enabled Waitrose partners to focus on interacting
with customers and delivering quality service. “The results so far have

www.onwindows.com

been very encouraging and we are excited at the prospect of delivering this
service to more of our customers”, commented Graham Heald, director
of retail services at Waitrose. “Excellent customer service is central to
Waitrose’s success and transaction speed is a vital part of that, as is choice
in the way customers wish to transact. This technology gives people an
alternative payment option which is fast, easy-to-use and means their
in-store journey from entry to checkout is a smooth one.”
The implementation is part of Waitrose’s multi-channel payments
strategic initiative. Already this has helped it become one of the first
retailers to make handheld scanners available to customers who then pay
at the ‘Quick Check’ tills.

More than 500 of the world’s leading brands, including Kenneth Cole Productions,
Levi Strauss, RedEnvelope, Restoration Hardware, BevMo!, Cooking.com and
Design Within Reach, rely on JustEnough.

+1.800.949.3432

+1.949.706.0400

www.justenough.com

info@justenough.com
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Partnering for Dynamics AX for Retail
K3 Retail and HCL Technologies have
announced a strategic partnership for the
delivery of Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail.
In the wake of this news, Karen McCandless
spoke to Tony Bryant, head of business
development at K3 Retail, to find out more.

domain consultants and a deep pool of
AX for Retail resources will give retailers
the confidence of the delivery of superior
functionality on the latest Dynamics AX
for Retail platform with a template delivery
approach that does more and costs less.

How did this partnership come about and
how exactly will the two companies be
working together?
K3 and HCL first engaged in Autumn 2010,
reviewing HCL’s Microsoft Dynamics AX
2009 retail product and other Microsoft
products such as Dynamics CRM and
SharePoint. As we developed the relationship
we realised that the partnership would be in
two distinct areas:
• The ability to scale implementation

How will it help increase the market share
for Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail 2012?
Fundamentally this strategic partnership
raises the bar in the capability to deliver
powerful, simple, and agile solutions on the
Dynamics AX 2012 platform. It will enable
Microsoft, K3 and HCL to penetrate new,
larger enterprises with confidence, and deliver
programmes of change in the retail market.
Our leadership within the Microsoft
ecosystem has rewarded K3 with the unique
position of being on the Microsoft Partner
Advisory Council for Retail, an inner circle
member and a strategic retail launch partner
for the latest products coming to market.
This, aligned with HCL’s global outsourcing
and business transformation capability,
offshore delivery model, collaboration on IP
development and innovation, and being a go
to partner for Microsoft in major accounts, is
a very powerful mix to increase market share
in retail.

resource and use HCL’s experience
in Tier 1 and upper Tier 2 business
transformation programmes, which has
already been tried and tested in the UK
and global retail organisations
• Offshore development for the AX for
Retail product, developing K3’s multichannel functionality.
What advantages will the partnership deliver
to retailers?
The partnership will bring flexible deployment
models with the optimisation of the total cost
of ownership, which will therefore shorten
payback. The ‘marriage’ of strong local retail

How is this partnership helping Dynamics AX
for Retail gain traction with larger retailers?
The AX for Retail product is fully scaled

Beam
them up,
Scotty

“The AX for Retail product
is fully scaled for large
enterprises that trade
globally”

Tony Bryant
K3

for large enterprises that trade globally.
The partnership will enable new delivery
capability to these businesses for rapid
deployment and outstanding development
pace. This partnership makes K3 and HCL
the largest player in the UK Dynamics AX
for Retail market, with the capacity and
skill for large implementations and global
rollouts. It supports Microsoft’s strategy
to have larger, capable partners who can
deliver retail multi-channel programmes at
enterprise level.

Don’t klingon to your servers.

BEDIN optimises Windows Phone 7 for retail

If you are still buying in-house servers and managing
them yourselves, it’s time to see the new way of
computing – computing as a service from Rackspace.

BEDIN Shop Systems has launched aKite
Mobile, a business dashboard for Windows
Phone 7 devices that displays sales and
margin history updated in near real time
for the whole retail chain, as well as a single
store. The new offering can also provide
details about product availability, recent

Free your business from the hassle of in-house
server management, benefit from the flexibility
and scalability of pay-per-use hosting solutions.

sales and short-term forecasts through
barcode scanning with a standard camera.
In other news, Kipoint, an Italian Post Office
Group chain, has adopted BEDIN Shop Systems’
aKite solution. Kipoint wanted to achieve more
accurate and immediate control over the entire
chain with fast and low cost deployment and

flexibility in fulfilling local franchisee needs, as
well as also addressing the specific needs of the
express delivery business.
“aKite was the only future-proof solution and,
at the same time, was underpinned by many
years of experience in shop automation,” said
Armando Borsetti, Kipoint’s business director.

Choose a better way to manage your computing resources.
Choose Rackspace Hosting, choose Fanatical Support®!
Find out more at www.rackspace.co.uk/nomoreservers
Managed Hosting • Cloud Hosting • Email & Apps
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www.rackspace.co.uk 0800 988 0100

No more
servers.

just service
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Event preview: NRF’s Big Show 2012
e-Solutions and Xterprise, it will be showcasing
the latest technology developments for the retail
industry. Windows 8, Windows Phone 7.5,
Surface 2, the latest version of Dynamics AX for
Retail, and Kinect for Xbox 360 are just a few of
the Microsoft technologies that will be presented
and demoed on the stand.
Enhanced customer experience specialist and

Microsoft partners exhibiting at the upcoming show include Retalix and Wincor Nixdorf
Cross-channel retailing, enriching the in-store
experience, social networking and moving to the
cloud are all set to be hot topics at the National
Retail Federation’s upcoming annual convention
and expo: Retail’s Big Show. On 15-18 January
2012, the who’s who of retail will gather in New
York at the Jacob K Javits Convention Centre
for NRF’s 101st show to see what their peers,

competitors, partners and suppliers will be doing
over the coming months and years.
As a major exhibitor and advocate of the
event, which attracted a record-breaking 22,000
attendees in January 2011, Microsoft will have
a large presence at the upcoming show, where,
together with its partners, including Dassault
Systèmes, Retalix, Extended Results, TXT

Reflexis Systems

Microsoft partner Digital Folio will be using NRF
to illustrate how its revolutionary comparison
shopping solution, Digital Folio (www.digitalfolio.
com), is providing consumers with the ability to
make real-time price comparisons, receive deals
and share shopping lists online. As the company’s
president Patrick Carter explained: “Digital Folio
does for shopping what the iPod did for music.
Consumers no longer need to spend hours
scouring the web to compare prices or update
shopping lists from various retailers. Now all
they need to do is drag and drop a product from
a website into their Digital Folio sidebar and see
what price major retailers are currently selling the
product at. For retailers, it provides the ability to
offer instant incentives to customers based on their
shopping list as they shop.”
Not only will Digital Folio be demonstrating
how consumers can use this tool on their

Wincor Nixdorf

Workforce and task management specialist,

Execution (ALAE) engine. ALAE is a technology

Kiosk and self-service solutions supplier

Reflexis Systems, will demonstrate its

platform that uses real-time data from any

Wincor Nixdorf will be attending NRF to

Retail Execution Management platform of

source to create the best possible in-store

show retailers how they can revolutionise

web-based integrated solutions, including

customer experience. It integrates with and

the in-store experience. Marketing

labour scheduling, task management, key

interprets incoming messages from a variety of

director Nino Hoerttrich has confirmed

performance indicators/compliance, and time

sources (such as location-based services, traffic

the company will be exhibiting its latest

and attendance, at NRF on booth 858. It will

counters, RFID and supply chain applications)

solutions in different scenarios to show off

show how the tools can run seamlessly on

and through Reflexis applications such as Task

their capabilities for companies of varying

the latest smartphones and tablet computers

Manager, it re-allocates and directs store labour

sizes, from small convenience stores, to

to empower mobile workers. The company

in real time to perform tasks in response to

standard supermarkets and hypermarkets.

will also unveil its next-generation product

customer traffic patterns, truck deliveries, high-

Hoerttrich believes cash management will

called the Adaptive Labour Allocation and

value customer visits and more.

also be a key focus at the event.
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smartphones, but it is also planning to show
how it’s taking this concept even further, using
experiential technologies like the collaborative
touch device Microsoft Surface 2 to bridge the
in-store and online channels. “Digital Folio
gives consumers the power to bring shopping
and research from home with them on their
mobile phone as well as into retail stores with
Microsoft Surface multi-touch displays, for
example,” said Carter. “At NRF we will present
a new way of shopping, whereby consumers can
share their findings and collaborate with sales
staff using Surface 2, giving retailers the chance
to enhance interactions as well as match or beat
a competitor’s price instantly.”
Finnish retail and distribution optimisation
solutions specialist Aldata will also be attending the
convention. Allan Davies, chief marketing officer at
the company, believes delegates will be interested
in technology that will help them manage stock
better and improve customer interactions. “We’re
in a tough environment – customers are trying to
minimise their spend, and retailers are increasingly
getting caught up in price wars,” he said. “As a
result, they need to manage stock more efficiently
to reduce costs so they can pass savings onto the
consumer. Retailers are also keen to understand
more about what their customers want and how
to ensure they have the right products on the shelf
at the right time.
“The way people interact will keep changing,
while everything consumers do will include
mobility,” continued Davies. Retailers need to
maintain this, where the environment in-store
itself will have to be more of an experience
for consumers. Aldata will be demonstrating
technology in line with this message at NRF and
will be working with Microsoft to expand its
offering to global partners at the event.
Former US president Bill Clinton has already
been confirmed as the guest speaker, with top
brands such as storage and organisation product
retailer The Container Store, natural and organic
foods giant Whole Foods Market, and Coca Cola
also announcing their participation.

E-tailers to offer
real-time deals

Digital Folio’s real-time shopping platform released
earlier this Autumn, not only allows consumers to
benefit from real-time price comparisons across
major online retailers, but it provides retailers with
a new way of competing online.
“2011 is the year of online pricing
pandemonium,” said company president Patrick
Carter. “With retailers having to changes product
prices multiple times a day to keep up with the
competition, it’s impossible for them to respond
effectively and understand why a shopper
decides for or against a promotion. Digital
Folio’s patent-pending Real-Time Comparison
and Promotion engine allows retailers to deliver
their promotions and value propositions across
the web at the consumer’s ‘point of decision.’
The engine provides a real-time capability that
supports dynamic couponing, simple messaging
and even virtual gift cards.”
In a time when shoppers are increasingly thrifty
and retailers are finding it harder and harder to keep
customers on their sites, Digital Folio offers the
opportunity for shoppers to find what they want
at the price they want, and for retailers to attract
and retain customers. “If the latest trend is to offer
one great daily deal to thousands of shoppers, then
Digital Folio is the inverse as it finds thousands of
great deals for one shopper,” said Carter.
For retailers that want to get involved,
participation is as simple as buying an online
ad space. The main difference between the two,
however, is that instead of placing a skyscraper
ad on a web portal, retailers have the ability
to carry out real-time promotions on specific
products at the very instant a consumer is
making a product comparison.

Tesco is implementing NCR SelfServ
Checkout in its stores across Central
and Eastern Europe. Tesco is the first
retailer in the Czech Republic, Slovakia
and Hungary to make this technology
available and has more self-checkouts
in more stores in Poland than any other
supermarket. This follows significant
consumer adoption of the self-service
tills at Tesco stores in the UK, Ireland, the
US and South Korea.
US footwear brand Aerosoles has selected
Maple Lake QuickAssortment software
to refine and centralise its merchandise,
store and assortment planning activities.
The retailer has already completed
phase one of the implementation.
The QuickAssortment solution will
enable Aerosoles to coordinate all of its
merchandise, store and channel plans in a
single integrated environment.
Maginus is introducing its multivariate
testing tool at Speedo International
to provide a full service management
programme to improve the operability of
its UK website store.speedo.co.uk. The full
service management programme will see
Maginus create and test graphics, HTML
and layouts on the Speedo site, as well
as perform usability tests to see which
variations are successful in different
scenarios and areas of the site.
Gartner has revealed that the worldwide
social customer relationship management
(CRM) market is forecast to reach over
US$1 billion in revenue by year-end 2012.
This is up from approximately US$625
million in 2010, while social CRM is
projected to total US$820 million in 2011.
Servebase Global Payment Solutions
has announced a new partnership with
SIX Pay, an international provider of
cashless payment solutions headquartered
in Luxembourg. The partnership sees
Servebase expand its links into new
territories through the networks provided
by SIX Pay and enables it to bring
integrated and multi-channel payment
solutions to the SIX Pay client base.
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Wladimiro Bedin
President and Founder, BEDIN Shop Systems
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Multi-Channel Retailing

Peter Leith
Director of Product Strategy, JustEnough

Cloud computing
is here

An integrated approach
to multi-channel

Cloud-based solutions are already making a difference on the shop floor today, but misconceptions around
cloud computing are still holding businesses back from realising its full potential, says Wladimiro Bedin

Peter Leith offers tips to help retailers meet customer demand, increase
profits and build brand awareness with a cohesive cross-channel strategy

Cloud computing is now a widely accepted term
and most have an understanding of what it is and
the benefits it has to offer, so why are retailers and
companies across other industries still reluctant
to use it? For many, concerns around security and
service quality are holding them back from taking
advantage of the cloud, which means that when
it comes to managing mission-critical processes
such as operations at the point of sale, most
would still prefer an in-house IT solution.
At BEDIN Shop Systems, we believe that the
majority of concerns around cloud computing
originate from a pre-internet view, whereby
businesses are caught up in the thinking that
software solutions for the retail market, even when
delivered from the internet, must remain inside
either traditional centralised or departmental
architectures. When hosted on premise or in a
public or private cloud, centralised architectures
come with inherent shortcomings and are limited
by redundant lines and/or back-up systems. And
because a departmental architecture requires
frequent synchronisation between different
databases, a real-time, connected business is almost
impossible to achieve. In both instances, slow
provisioning and limited scalability, plus high costs
and complexities are common.
The post-internet paradigm, however, is based
on standard web services and an open application
programming interface for easy integration across
geographies and software platforms. Here, software
as a service (SaaS) should be based on a multitenancy environment (the sharing of code and
resources across organisations), to deliver evolving
services to a large number of users, with high service
level agreements (SLAs) and at a low cost.
The first and simpler level of public cloud
computing, also referred to as infrastructure as
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a service (IaaS), is an evolution of virtualisation,
but scalable and fault tolerant SaaS still requires
additional middleware, adding complexity and
lowering total SLA. This is why modern platform as
a service (PaaS) models like Windows Azure, which
ensure a clear distinction between infrastructure and
application software, are so enabling.
Because of these reasons, our aKite solution is
designed to take full advantage of Windows Azure
and comes with the ability to integrate with any
enterprise resource planning system or application
on premise, allowing retailers to manage their
operations both on a global and local level. This
means they can keep sales logs and stock data in
the cloud, and keep local operations on premise
(embedded in each POS), allowing for seamlessly
connected and disconnected operations.
One common misconception about the cloud is
that it can be used only through browsers or thin
clients with fast internet connections. Rich internet
applications (RIAs), smart clients and the new
HTML5 standards, however, are all designed to get
the best from current hardware to create a richer user
experience and allow for disconnected operations.
Our smart client-based POS.net solution responds
instantly to scanners and can read and manage
multiple peripherals directly. Synchronisation based
on compressed XML messages on bidirectional
queues can easily handle traffic peaks as well as any
intermittent connections that a mobile POS or store
with poor connectivity may suffer from.
Another concern raised by retailers about running
their POS operations using an SaaS model is that it
will limit their ability to customise applications for
their specific needs. While automatic deployment,
continuous evolution and low cost favour
parameterisation versus customisation, today, new,
open and standardised technologies are facilitating

“It has been proven time and
time again that those who
take advantage of the next
paradigm shift in technology
gain a competitive edge.
Cloud computing is that next
paradigm shift”

the creation of new specialised clients, integrating
with whole subsystems without having to overcome
the language and architectural constraints of
a traditional system. Furthermore technology
developments like Microsoft Dynamics allow
companies to choose which parts of their systems
they want in the cloud and which they want to
keep on premise. And aKite integrates with both
environments, allowing for true flexibility and easy
customisation.
As the market matures and perceptions towards
the cloud change, an increasing number of
businesses will begin to trust in it as a viable and
secure IT supply model. It has been proven time
and time again that those who take advantage of the
next paradigm shift in technology gain a competitive
edge. Cloud computing is that next paradigm shift;
it is the next evolution of IT.
Wladimiro Bedin is president and founder of BEDIN
Shop Systems, which develops software solutions for the
retail market

There’s no denying it: the emergence of new
selling channels has changed the face of retail.
Online, mobile and now social media channels –
like Facebook, Amazon and Groupon – will not
simply fade into the background. E-commerce
makes it easy for consumers to browse their
favourite retailers’ websites 24/7, and the ability
to make purchasing decisions and read product
reviews even faster with the proliferation of
smartphones, tablets and online retail apps is
fuelling the m-commerce fire.
Research from Retail Systems supports this
shift: 89 per cent of retailers realise their multichannel customers are their most lucrative ones.
Not surprisingly, this same study indicates that
more and more retailers are starting to understand
that the customer’s ability to review and make a
selection online can drive business in bricks and
mortar stores. Additionally, a Google survey of
American consumers found that mobile shopping
grew more than 200 per cent from Black Friday
2009 to the same day in 2010. It showed that 59
per cent of smartphone owners used their devices
for holiday shopping last year. Of those, 80 per cent
used their mobile devices to research products and
then headed into the store to buy them.
As shoppers are getting more sophisticated, new
selling channels continue to crop up – and retailers
must keep pace. What’s perceived to be the ‘best
deal’ may be different from person to person – some
value the ability to pick up products in store, some
want free shipping, while others need to know
they can return an online purchase at a store near
them. There is a bonus to this complexity: retailers
are realising that the costs associated with growing
their customer base through online channels is
significantly less than the resources required to open
new physical stores.

Retailers must then go to market with an
integrated multi-channel retail planning approach.
The key word is ‘integration’ – and that means
building well-planned links across selling channels
to increase brand presence, grow customer loyalty
and maximise sales.
JustEnough Software offers the following tips to
help retailers achieve this goal:
Analyse demand within each channel. Accurately
evaluating demand across all selling channels
will provide insight into which products are the
most and least successful – whether it’s through
their social media presence, e-commerce site or
in stores. As a result, retailers can put together
a cohesive, cross-channel planning strategy that
will impact all aspects of the business – from
merchandising to operations and finance.
Place importance on effective assortment
planning. Some experts think assortments
apply only to more traditional selling channels.
But they are actually defined as getting the
merchandise mix correct – regardless of the
channel. Understanding the nuances between
online shoppers, those who rely on social media
to make decisions and consumers who prefer to
shop in the store – or any combination of the
three – is crucial to creating assortments that will
appeal to the retailer’s mass customer base.
Centralise inventory management. Avoid
segmenting stock by channel; holding inventory
together in the warehouse enables retailers to meet
demand across any channel – gaining the confidence
of their consumers and maximising sales. Having
the flexibility to send stock where demand dictates
lowers excess inventory at the end of the season,
and decreases inter-channel stock transfers and the
need to reduce prices to offload it.

“Savvy retailers know
technology is their ally when it
comes to presenting customers
with a seamless, consistent and
enjoyable shopping experience
– regardless of the channel”

Leverage pricing and promotional
opportunities. Some research indicates that
pricing and promotional inconsistencies between
a company’s mobile and online channels and their
bricks and mortar stores can annoy shoppers.
But is it possible that discrepancies in pricing and
promotional adjustments across channels could
actually drive foot/click traffic? Would doing so help
retailers offload unwanted inventory for the highest
possible prices? It’s a scenario worth exploring in
today’s multi-channel retail environment.
Savvy retailers know technology is their ally when
it comes to presenting customers with a seamless,
consistent and enjoyable shopping experience –
regardless of the channel. Retailers should look
for planning systems that can help them present
a single brand image across all channels, building
customer loyalty and maximising profitability.
Peter Leith is director of product strategy at JustEnough,
a global leader in demand management solutions
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Boost efficiency
and productivity
Allen Carney explains how retailers can get the most from their Microsoft
SharePoint investment by using it alongside a document capture solution

Today more than 70 per cent of major
organisations are using Microsoft SharePoint,
with high expectations for a return on their
investment. Companies in the retail sector
using SharePoint as their primary enterprise
content management (ECM) platform want
control and organisation when importing
content into SharePoint libraries. They want
visibility and insight into the information once
it’s there. Once in SharePoint, organisations
want to use that information to trigger and
intelligently drive back-end business processes.
There is no doubting the competitive edge
provided by a successful implementation of
SharePoint into a retail organisation. But the
key issue to remember is that to be effective,
information, in any format, has to get to
SharePoint first. In order to drive any real
downstream value, it has to get there accurately.
For today’s globally dispersed retailers,
dozens of diverse types of documents such
as invoices, sales proposals, service requests,
contracts and forms can arrive at a site from
many different locations. Capture software can
convert paper documents into electronic images
and the associated data. Enterprise capture
solutions provide organisations with a single,
unified platform for enabling business process
automation. These solutions capture documents
that arrive in any format, including e-mail, mail,
production scanning, multi-functional printers,
desktop, browser and fax, when they first reach
the organisation.
Once documents are scanned and captured,
the content within them is transformed
into digital information, standardising it in
a consistent format. It’s at this point that
information can be classified, extracted and
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validated according to the needs of an enterprise
and made readily accessible to any relevant
individual or department throughout the retailer.
When enterprise capture is added to the
SharePoint equation, consistent business rules
can be applied to all captured content. Accurate,
actionable information is now made available
at the start of a business process, where it can
be then delivered into a SharePoint library and
used to drive straight-through processing of the
information into workflows and business systems,
improving elements such as order processing,
supply chain management and logistics.
By using SharePoint as the system of record,
metadata can be delivered into enterprise
resource planning and customer relationship
management systems as well as other line-ofbusiness applications. A combined enterprise
capture SharePoint solution delivers benefits
such as increased individual productivity, the
elimination of manual data entry, fewer errors,
reduced costs, faster processing and improved
controls and compliance, all extending the value
of a SharePoint investment.
Data flow within a digital mailroom is
streamlined through the combination of
SharePoint and capture. Invoice processing can
be automated, cutting operational costs. Shared
services centres can be standardised on a costeffective model. This enables retailers to improve
a wide range of business aspects such as stock
management, customer service response times
and supplier relationships.
In order to enjoy these benefits and get the most
from an integrated enterprise capture SharePoint
solution, retailers need to do careful research into
enterprise capture vendors. An enterprise capture
platform provider must offer a solution that

“There is no doubting the
competitive edge provided by
a successful implementation
of SharePoint into a retail
organisation. But the key
issue to remember is that
to be effective, information,
in any format, has to get to
SharePoint first. In order to
drive any real downstream
value, it has to get there
accurately”

integrates easily with existing IT infrastructure,
has the capability to recognise specific document
types and intelligently classify the information
within, and provides the scalability and stability
necessary to the retail enterprise.
Allen Carney is vice president of product marketing at
capture-driven business process solutions provider Kofax
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Founder, Servebase

Mobilise your
workforce

Bringing chip
and PIN to the US

Today’s retail stores could turn into tomorrow’s museums unless staff on the shop floor are given better
information to improve their interactions with customers and sell more, says OP Choudhary

Luigi Del Basso discusses the effect of Visa’s plans to bring contact and
contactless card chip technology to the US by 2013

Have you seen this happen? While browsing
through a store, a customer armed with a
smartphone is able to search the internet for
product information and compare prices. A
store employee – who had previously been
preoccupied performing a low-value task –
finally comes over to offer some assistance
and is met by a barrage of questions regarding
various features and capabilities.
It becomes apparent the customer is far more
up to speed than the retail employee regarding the
products on display. Then, after using a smartphone
to do a couple of quick price comparisons, the
customer asks why the store should expect anyone
to buy a certain product at the listed price when
three other companies offer it for less. The store
associate, looking somewhat like a batsman who just
hit the wicket with his own bat, shrugs sheepishly.
The customer leaves without buying a thing.
In today’s increasingly competitive retail
environment, companies can’t afford to have their
stores become showrooms for well-informed
customers who then buy elsewhere. Too often, the
retailers’ best salespeople, its store managers, are
stuck in an office performing administrative tasks
and reading reports when they could be on the sales
floor coaching employees and helping customers.
And the store associates are quite often, let’s face
it, clueless. With the proliferation of smartphones
and tablet computers, retailers have the opportunity
to free their employees from back-office detail and
paperwork and better educate them so they can:
• View employee contact, availability, and
certification details
• Approve leave and swap requests received
from an employee self-service module
• Swap and un-assign shifts, view shift details,
find alternate employees
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• View schedule statistics, daily required/
scheduled hours and schedule alerts
• View daily prioritised tasks and check them
off as completed
• Re-assign tasks to others in the organisation
• Monitor key metrics in real time (such as
sales by department, store, or region)
• Assign best-practice-based action to address
problems or opportunities
• Conduct store inspections and other audits
and complete surveys
• Update corporate on compliance levels in
real time
• Get instant access to product information,
including videos that highlight a product’s best
features all from the sales floor, the road, or
home – not while stuck in the back of the store.
Retail workforce management software companies
such as Reflexis have these solutions today. The
benefits can be exponential. For example, the
store’s best salespeople – the store managers
– are freed from the back office to spend more
time on the sales floor coaching associates and
helping customers to increase sales. Meanwhile,
district, regional and other managers in the field
are able to monitor key metrics in real time and
manage by exception. This allows them to make
better ‘driveway decisions’ and know where to
focus before store visit. This results in increased
efficiency and accuracy in conducting store
inspections and other audits. And because store
associates are better informed, they can provide
better assistance to customers and sell more.
OP Choudhary is head of European operations at
Reflexis Systems, a workforce and task management
solutions specialist

“In today’s increasingly
competitive retail environment,
companies can’t afford to
have their stores become
showrooms for well-informed
customers who then buy
elsewhere. Too often, the
retailers’ best salespeople,
its store managers, are stuck
in an office performing
administrative tasks and
reading reports when they
could be on the sales floor
coaching employees and
helping customers”

Magnetic stripe card technology may almost
be a thing of the past in Europe, but in the
US swiping a card and manually signing for
purchases is still very much a part of everyday
life. Now, that’s all about to change as a result
of a recent programme set out by Visa to
eradicate magnetic stripe cards across the
country over the next few years in favour of
chip and PIN.
The US, which has continued to rely on
decades-old magnetic stripe technology despite
growing concerns over the fraud risks associated
with it, has come under greater pressure in
recent years to follow in Europe’s footsteps and
take up chip and PIN. Developed by Europay,
MasterCard and Visa (EMV), chip and PIN
technology is proven to offer enhanced security
to cardholders. In the UK, it became the standard
payment method in 2006, and has significantly
reduced card fraud in the country since.
While some major US banks have started
issuing chip cards to customers that regularly
travel to Europe to ease their purchasing
experience abroad, uptake of EMV cards in the
US itself has been slow. Visa’s new mandate,
however, means that companies across the US
currently using magnetic stripe technology
to accept payments will soon have to invest
in chip-enabled terminals that can support
both contact and contactless chip acceptance,
including mobile near-field communication
(NFC) methods. Service providers will also
be required to be able to carry and process
additional data that is included in chip
transactions, including the cryptographic
message that makes each transaction unique. To
help ease the transition from magnetic stripe to
EMV cards, Visa has expanded its ‘Technology

Innovation Program’ to US merchants. This will
reward them by eliminating the requirement to
annually validate their compliance with the PCI
Data Security Standard if at least 75 per cent
of their Visa transactions originate from chipenabled terminals.
While the upfront cost of buying new POS
hardware to support EMV cards is off-putting
for US retailers, they do have the advantage
of investing in tried and tested technology. In
fact, their experiences should be very different
to those of UK retailers, which over five years
ago were having to deal with far more expensive
hardware, limited knowledge of the technology
and related processing systems, as well as
consumers that were far more cautious of change.
Now, hardware costs have dropped significantly,
standards have been introduced and end-to-end,
out-of-the-box payments solutions have been
developed to manage everything from the POS
terminals through to back-end processing.
At Servebase, we’ve already helped many
retailers in the UK and across Europe manage
the magnetic stripe to EMV card transition.
We’re now expanding our presence in the US
to bring our expertise to retailers there too.
As a payments systems integrator, we’re wellpositioned to offer proven end-to-end payments
solutions that ensure PA-DSS compliance for
contact and contactless chip and PIN processing.
Working with US retailers, we’re excited by
the opportunity to improve international
interoperability and security and help the
industry prepare to take advantage of NFC
mobile payments and other chip-based emerging
technologies that are poised to take off in the
coming years. As my colleague Ritz Steytler said
in the last issue of Speak, it’s very difficult to

“At Servebase, we’ve already
helped many retailers in the
UK and across Europe manage
the magnetic stripe to EMV
card transition. We’re now
expanding our presence in the
US to bring our expertise to
retailers there too”

think of an industry that is any more exciting
than payments at the moment. We look forward
to seeing contact/contactless chip and NFC
mobile payments methods, as well as other new
and dynamic forms of cardholder verification
continue to develop and mature, creating value
for all participants in the payment chain.
Luigi Del Basso is founder of global payment
solutions provider Servebase and is now heading
up the company’s new operations in North America
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Streamlined retailing
Innovative store solutions can help retailers address market challenges by delivering a
differentiated, seamless shopping experience, while reducing TCO, explains Mana Yellin

The global retail market today is more
competitive than ever. Retailers are witnessing a
shift of power to a new generation of demanding,
well connected shoppers, and at the same time
they are under increasing pressure to reduce
costs, while enhancing IT agility and accelerating
time-to-market of new business capabilities.
Today’s empowered and demanding shoppers
possess a strong sense of entitlement. These social
shoppers are well connected and knowledgeable;
they effortlessly use multiple sales channels, such
as the web, social networks and mobile apps – all
while requiring a seamlessly consistent, unified and
personalised shopping experience across all retail
touch points and sales channels.
These shoppers expect retailers to keep up with
the technology trends, and provide them with timely
and relevant product information, promotions and
services across a broad range of channels and media
as if these were one and the same. These shoppers
are aware of their power of choice, and expect the
retailers to reward them for their loyalty.
The business environment is challenging in other
aspects as well. Retail segments are undeniably
blurring. Grocers sell fuel and run convenience
and quick service restaurant formats, while health
and beauty retailers offer groceries and more.
Global expansions, mergers and acquisitions
also contribute to a market of multi-national and
local retailers having to centrally manage a larger
mixture of banners, formats and regions than ever
before, combining the need for standardisation and
localisation. The fierce competition impacts retailers’
prices, total sales volumes, margins and market
share, and forces retailers to rapidly provide new
business capabilities to the market, and find new
ways to differentiate their brand.
Current solutions are often not sufficient for
facing these challenges. Retailers maintain multiple
systems that are poorly synchronised, resulting in
costly and lengthy integration, lack of flexibility in
delivering new functionality quickly and complex
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overall IT management – this only complicates their
ability to standardise across channels, touch points
and geographies. To address these challenges, it is
imperative for retailers to implement innovative,
state-of-the-art store and sales channels solutions,
providing a superior, seamless, personalised
shopping experience across multiple touch points.
This helps them to differentiate their brand and
increase sales, while being able to rapidly deliver
new business capabilities to market, reduce TCO
and increase central monitoring and control.
Retalix 10 Store and Sales Channel suite is
Retalix’s innovative next-generation store platform.
Designed around a single software engine using
Microsoft technologies, including .NET, Windows 7,
SQL Server and Windows Azure, Retalix 10 unifies
and streamlines deployment and management
of in-store systems, mobile commerce and online
storefronts channels. This single, seamless platform
ensures a superior, consistent and personalised
shopping experience across all touch points and
sales channels, which includes POS, self checkout,
self-scanning, kiosks, mobile commerce and
e-commerce, as well as a range of store and chain
management applications. Retalix 10 boosts
brand differentiation through targeted promotions
and loyalty programmes at all touch points. The
solution’s agile architecture also enables retailers to
break away from systems requiring integration of
disparate ‘silos’ into a unified, single-engine platform
for utmost flexibility, accelerated time to market and
outstanding central management capabilities. This
enables a variety of deployment options such as
‘thin store’, ‘thin POS’, and cloud readiness, which
opens up a new world of flexibility and reduced
TCO. Retalix 10 addresses retailer challenges and
ensures their readiness for future transformation
and growth.

“It is imperative for retailers
to implement innovative,
state-of-the-art store and
sales channels solutions,
providing a superior,
seamless, personalised
shopping experience across
multiple touch points”

The future of retail is here.
Be ready.
Retalix 10. The Next Generation
Store Suite from Retalix

A new social network generation of shoppers is
demanding superior, seamless experience across
all touch points and sales channels – the kind of
personalized experience only Retalix 10 can fulfill.
An intense, aggressive retail landscape calls for
brand differentiation and competitive edge while
supporting expansion and growth – of the kind only
Retalix 10 can deliver.
Cost of ownership and Time-To-Market
considerations are forcing retailers to apply business
and infrastructure agility – the kind of flexibility
only Retalix 10 can offer.
The future of retail is here. Be ready.
Retalix is a leading global provider of innovative software and
services to high volume, high complexity retailers globally, including
supermarkets, convenience stores, fuel stations, drugstores
and department stores. Retalix serves a large customer base of
approximately 70,000 stores across more than 50 countries worldwide.

Mana Yellin is vice president of Marketing Strategy at
Retalix, a leading global provider of innovative software
and services to the retail industry

To learn more about the innovation and unique benefits Retalix 10 delivers please contact us at: Retalix10FutureReady@retalix.com
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Kimberly-Clark is pioneering the use of
Dassault Systemes’ 3DVIA Store solution to
realistically simulate retail settings inside
immersive, lifelike 3D environments to better
imagine, validate and deploy optimum
shopping experiences. Lindsay James reports

For more than a century, Kimberly-Clark has transformed
ideas into innovative products. Leading the way in
providing essentials for a better life, its global brands –
which include Kleenex, Huggies and Kotex – are a trusted
part of everyday life for nearly 1.3 billion people across
more than 150 countries.
“Kimberly-Clark employs 57,000 people in 36 countries
and generated revenues of US$19.7 billion in 2010,” explains
Kim Greenwood, the company’s senior manager of virtual
reality. “Our brands hold the number one and number two
positions globally in more than 80 countries.”
Greenwood attributes much of this success to innovation.
“We are focused on innovation from a lot of standpoints – in
how we work, how we develop our products, how we reach
our target market and how we partner with retailers,” she says.
To ensure Kimberly-Clark’s continued success, the
company has a network of innovation centres across the
globe, including three sites in North America and two in
Korea. It has also recently announced plans for a centre in
Bogota, Colombia – the first facility of its kind in that region.
These centres use a wealth of innovative technologies
including a variety of virtual reality (VR) systems, which
help Kimberly-Clark to generate critical consumer insights
fast. For the past five years, the company has been using this
technology to generate interactive 3D store models, which
allow consumers to virtually stroll down aisles and view
products, enter their purchase decisions via a touch screen,
and react to virtual displays and promotions. The whole
time, sophisticated eye-tracking technology is measuring the
direction in which their eyes are looking and the consumer’s
engagement level in response to the stimuli in the store.
“These VR technologies are proving to be instrumental
to a successful, innovative approach,” explains Greenwood.
“However, we realise that there is more to VR than we know
about and are using. Like other technologies, VR is not a one
size fits all commodity, and so we made the decision to deploy
a portfolio of solutions that best fit the ubiquitous business
needs that we have. This space is advancing rapidly and each
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“We’ve had great success
leveraging VR solutions
for many years and want
to leverage this solution
to continue to drive a
competitive advantage for
Kimberly-Clark and add
value for our retail partners”

Greg Mather
Kimberly-Clark

Using 3DVIA Store, Kimberly-Clark can build its own virtual retail aisles
VR solution provider has key capabilities and
service differentiators. With this in mind, last
year we chose to expand our knowledge of the
technology by conducting a thorough scan of
the market.”
The scan resulted in a collaborative
discussion between Kimberly-Clark and
Dassault Systèmes, a pioneer in the 3D
VR software market. “Our engineering
teams have been using Dassault Systèmes’
solutions for some time, and it didn’t take
long to realise that its new offering, 3DVIA
Store, would be beneficial to us,” explains
Greenwood. “We are seeking ways to make
VR a more nimble and cost-effective solution,
and Dassault Systèmes’ 3DVIA Store solution
offers a number of advantages.”
Developed with Dassault Systèmes’
3DVIA Studio Pro solution, and leveraging
the V6 collaborative platform as well as
Microsoft technologies such as SQL Server,
3DVIA Store is a new and ready-to-use
business solution for retailing and brand
merchandising. Built upon the company’s
extensive experience with retailing and
merchandising organisations, 3DVIA Store
enables users to simulate retail settings
inside immersive, lifelike 3D environments.
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“Retailers and consumer goods companies
like Kimberly-Clark need to reconcile
the requirement to match ever-changing
consumer needs with the imperatives of endto-end business performance and operational
excellence,” says Philippe Loeb, general
manager of 3DVIA Store. “This latest solution
helps retailers to visualise store designs,
iterate quicker, take better decisions and
adopt an industrial approach to deploying
store layouts across their channels. Retailers
can take advantage of 3DVIA Store to design
more meaningful shopping experiences.
They benefit from the flexibility of these
tools to adapt their merchandising plans to
packaging and assortments changes, as well
as to store fixtures variability. Consumer
packaged goods companies can generate
quicker, richer insights and then share them
with retailers in a more effective way. For
the first time, they can use virtual reality to
convince not only their top clients, but all of
their business partners.”
Kimberly-Clark is piloting the solution
in three focused areas of its business.
“We’re leveraging VR technology across
our organisation,” explains Greenwood.
“We’re currently building a 3D repository

of all of our assets in 3DVIA and laying
the foundation for creating retail solutions
for three different pilot programmes:
merchandising, package design and concept
development and evaluation.”
“We’ve had great success using VR
solutions for many years and want to
leverage this solution to continue to drive
a competitive advantage for Kimberly-Clark
and add value for our retail partners,” adds
Greg Mather, Kimberly-Clark’s marketing
director. “There offers tremendous value
for illustrating our ideas and collaborating
internally to explore various concepts. We
win when we can predict the most effective
way to take a product to market. Our retail
partners win when those concepts also help
them win with shoppers.”
Mather believes the solution will continue
to enhance the way his company works with
retailers. “To succeed in today’s competitive
marketplace we need to constantly bring new,
innovative ideas to retailers,” he says. “This
may entail presenting concepts which could
mean changing the adjacencies of a product
within an aisle, or changing the in-store layout
altogether. Until now, due to the cost of virtual
reality, we could not offer virtual solutions

Kimberly-Clark can move products and adjust scenarios in real time to create a virtual shelf with maximum appeal
to all of our customers. This meant that we
needed to convey messages with lengthy
PowerPoint presentations in order to convince
retailers to invest in our products. The retailer
would then have to make changes in-store,
and run control store tests, which obviously
was expensive and time consuming. With
scalable virtual reality technology, we will no
longer have to work this way.”
3DVIA Store is enabling Kimberly-Clark to
create virtual store layouts and department
adjacencies, even drag and drop fixtures and
products. The company can present these
visualisations to retailers, who can see the design

in 3D and walk through and shop the store. If
needed, the Kimberly-Clark team can move the
products and adjust the scenario in real time.
Featured products and in-store graphics can
then be adjusted for maximum appeal based
on a virtual ‘walk-through’ from the customer’s
perspective, ensuring customers are presented
with the most appealing selections.
“Obviously this is a massive benefit for our
retail partners,” says Mather. “They don’t have
to physically adjust their space, and so the
investment required for them to collaborate
on our ideas is minimal. With this in mind, we
can work on more projects simultaneously,

and bring new products to market faster.”
Susan Olivier, industry define leader
for retail solutions at Dassault Systèmes,
elaborates on Mather’s point: “The visual
appeal of the product in context of the
store and fixture is the ‘first moment of
truth’ for retailers. Many companies invest
considerable time and expense in building
full-scale physical mock-ups of an actual
retail store or department, installing fixtures,
floors, lighting, visual décor and point of sale
materials to simulate the look of the final
shop, then load the fixtures with rush-first
deliveries of products to visualise the results
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REVITALIZE THE BASICS
OF RETAIL WITH THE
POWER OF 3D
3DVIA Store is a new and
ready-to-use business solution
for brand manufacturers and
retailers. It enables users to
realistically simulate retail
settings inside immersive,
lifelike 3D environments to
better imagine, validate and
deploy optimum shopping
experiences.
http://www.3ds.com/contact-us-for-sales/
It takes just seconds to transform a 2D visual of a product into a 3D model
for each delivery. If the assortment doesn’t
look quite right or the planned department
adjacencies don’t work with the store layout,
only minor changes are usually possible
by this time. And that’s just for an ideal
or average store – what about the unique
footprint or assortments found throughout
a chain? And what about the ability for store
managers and visual merchandising teams
from different regions to experience this
‘ideal’? These are very limited indeed. 3DVIA
Store addresses all of these limitations.”
One of the biggest time savers has been
the ability to take 2D visuals of a product
and generate 3D models in just a few clicks.
“This has, until now, been a time-intensive
process, taking a lot of technical expertise,”
Greenwood explains. “The 3DVIA Store
solution has drag and drop shelf building
capabilities, which, coupled with our data
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repository, creates an opportunity for us to get
2D art or photography and not only make it
3D, but also be able to see what it looks like in
the context of a virtual store – and it only takes
minutes to do. It’s a powerful tool that should
help expand the use of virtual reality in our
day to day business and our research efforts.”
Requiring very little training, the solution
is extremely easy to use, and Greenwood has
had trainees up and running in little more
than an hour. “Many of the VR solutions that
we are using are very powerful, but tend to be
complicated to use or have to be outsourced”
she explains. “They can take weeks, if not
months, to deliver a solution. 3DVIA Store
has an intuitive interface which makes it
straightforward to use, without the need for
extensive training. Our goal is not to replace the
solutions we have today, but to augment them
with a new solution that balances business

need with complexity and cost of execution.”
The fact that the solution is built using
Microsoft technologies is also proving an
advantage. “Microsoft technologies are the
foundation of most software solutions we
have at Kimberly-Clark. By having the 3DVIA
Store solution run natively on the SQL Server
database, we are able to deploy this virtual
solution on standard equipment, which
alleviates the need for us to invest in additional
hardware and software.” says Greenwood.
Although still in the early stages of the
pilot, Greenwood expects the 3DVIA solution
will be leveraged for many business needs at
Kimberly-Clark. “Virtual reality is a powerful
tool, which has helped us deliver great
products, innovative ideas, and rich insights
both internally and to our retail customers,”
she says. “It enables our company to partner
with retailers at the level they require.”

www.3ds.com © Dassault Systèmes 2011. All rights reserved.

http://www.3ds.com/products/3dvia/
portfolio/store/overview
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Bringing retail
experiences to life
With retailers increasingly turning to lifelike, virtual shopping experiences, Dassault Systèmes
explains how its solution is helping retailers keep up with consumer expectations

What exactly is a lifelike experience? According to
the dictionary, these are experiences that resemble or
simulate real-life situations. These include listening to
a live concert recording or reading a descriptive piece of
literature. In the context of product lifecycle management
(PLM), a lifelike experience reflects a digital environment
where you can virtually experience a product exactly as
you would in real life.
Dassault Systèmes, a 3D and PLM solutions specialist,
has long recognised the value of creating and delivering
lifelike experiences through virtual online universes. Here,
products can be made to look and behave so much like
reality that users are almost unable to distinguish between
what is real and what is virtual.
But what does this mean for the retail industry? Until
now, this technology has remained in the hands of product
designers and engineers that have access to the latest design,
simulation and visualisation technologies. But this has all
changed with the release of the 3DVIA Store software solution.
3DVIA Store is a new and ready-to-use business
solution for retailing and brand manufacturers. Built using
Dassault Systèmes’ extensive experience with retailing
and merchandising organisations, 3DVIA Store enables
users to simulate retail settings inside immersive, lifelike
3D environments to better imagine, validate and deploy
optimum shopping experiences.
Revitalising the basics
With 3DVIA Store, retail organisations can better define
how merchandising space is used. This can be done not
just by building virtual stores, but also by using these
immersive environments to better understand consumer
behaviour, capture market data, design new strategies and
communicate with business partners.
Conceptually, it is about using a highly visual, interactive
platform to access and navigate the information required to take
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the right decisions in the exact context of individual stores. This
represents a generational change from the traditional practice of
using confusing documentation and 2D planograms by shifting
to 3D immersive environments that enable merchandisers to
focus on the holistic shopping experience.
By creating lifelike virtual shopping experiences,
merchandisers can revitalise the retail process to achieve a
variety of impacting gains across the retail process, including:
• Experiencing retail environments through the eyes of
consumers
• Optimising product placement
• Improving brand decisions
• Exploring and validating new ideas
• Enhancing communication among stakeholders
• Generating clear merchandising instructions for in-store
deployment.
Adapt to changes
3DVIA Store arrives at a time when retailers and brand
manufacturers are continually forced to rapidly evolve.
Modern consumers are increasingly unpredictable, turning
stores into a commodity and not a destination. Their
interaction with brands is rapidly shifting to new channels,
with online technologies leading the way.
To be successful, retailers and merchandisers need to
proactively react to changes in consumer preferences to
continue attracting shoppers. This requires a new generation
of tools that bring high quality shopping experiences to the
centre of business activities. This technology is now available.
Cultivating collaboration
Built to reinvent retail and merchandising processes, 3DVIA
Store provides unified digital assets to help connect crossfunctional disciplines for more effective collaboration.
This makes it possible for diverse elements of retail-driven
industries to come together and collectively leverage the

diverse benefits of immersive 3D environments. Teams can also
work faster by sharing ideas and information, while still providing
stakeholders with increased levels of transparency.
Category and brand managers can use 3DVIA Store to better
understand and articulate brand value, and make recommendations
at the store level, while space managers can better avoid mistakes,
delivering more precise, easy to deploy and tailored shelving
instructions. 3DVIA Store allows retailers to leverage the digital
stores to continually improve in-store strategies and competitive
differentiation and improve market research techniques.
Revolutionising the industry
Virtual reality technology is nothing new, so why aren’t 3D
environments actively being used to create virtual shopping
experiences? The answer is easy. Successfully deploying an interactive
virtual environment requires a significant capital invest in tools,
technology, and developmental resources because every element of
traditional virtual applications must be created from the ground up.
3DVIA Store represents an entirely new generation of technology
designed specifically to address the needs of the retailing and
merchandising industry. For example, with 3DVIA Store it is now
possible to create 3D models from 2D pictures in a matter of seconds.
This patented technology from Dassault Systèmes removes the need to
create 3D product representations from scratch, eliminating a process
that would previously have taken many hours or even days to complete.
In addition, 3DVIA Store has been designed to be as simple as
everyday office software. This makes it accessible for use without
special programming or graphic design skills. Since the solution can
be connected to business data management systems, it can be tailored
to support developing organisational workflows. In short, this allows
users to start small, build digital assets and then scale up quickly.
Growing your business
Virtual lifelike shopping experiences are redefining the way brands
maintain category leadership and retailers can generate better consumer
insight by improving retail experiences. This translates into more

3DVIA Store allows retailers to quickly customise store layouts
compelling consumer experiences, unprecedented visibility, better
in-store execution, and the advantage of the scale effect for deploying
precision retailing strategies. In terms of business value, this brings
improved competitive advantage, reduced costs and maximised sales.
The bottom line is that retailing organisations are increasingly turning
to lifelike, virtual shopping experiences to change the way they operate,
and 3DVIA Store is the solution of choice to enable this.
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Flow
As supply chains become longer and more complex, managing them becomes ever more
challenging. Karen McCandless finds out about the technology that can help ensure success

Retail is becoming an increasingly competitive and more
global business. Managing suppliers around the world
is a challenge for most retailers but, with more complex
supply chains, many companies have ended up with
decentralised processes and disparate data repositories.
Add to the mix a lack of visibility and collaboration, the
need for greater transparency and consumers that are
looking for more value from their purchases, and you’ve
got a real headache for retailers.
“Retail supply chains are more complex and dynamic
than ever before,” says Colin Masson, worldwide director,
operations solution category at Microsoft. “As observed by
Gartner in its analysis of the seven retailers that made the
‘Gartner 2011 Supply Chain Top 25,’ supply chain leaders
have expanded their definition of the supply chain beyond
traditional plan source, (make) and deliver capabilities to
include network design and change management, new
product design and launch, and customer service. For these
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retailers, retail performance has become synonymous with
supply chain performance.”
Guido van Osch, global industry director for retail and
distribution at To-Increase, describes the stumbling blocks
that retailers come up against when considering supply
chain management. “Important trends are the need for
visibility and integration. Closer collaboration between
stakeholders – for example, carriers, wholesale and retail
– leads to outsourcing of activities, which in turn creates
a demand for transparency of processes in supply chain
execution. Overall, we are creating supply chain networks
that are more dispersed and complex.”
With the advent of e-commerce, retailers are serving
consumers in an increasing number of countries across the
world, which has contributed to this complexity. In many
cases it has also resulted in a weaker supply chain, both
from a data perspective and physically. “Lead times from
overseas vendors are markedly longer than in the past,
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“With somewhere between
70 per cent and 85 per
cent of actual buying
decisions being made at the
shelf, retailers must focus
on consistently fulfilling
consumer expectations
during every interaction
to be successful; this is
by no means a process
only objective but one
that also requires the right
technology”

Andrea Cencini
TXT e-solutions

while at the same time vendor performance
is less reliable,” says Bill Harrison, Demand
Solutions president. “There is a greater
abundance of data than ever before, but most
companies lack the tools and discipline to
make sense of that data.”
Atul Jalan, CEO at analytic solutions
provider Manthan Systems, attributes
the data management problems to the
departmentalised approach to collaboration
in most retail organisations. “Supplier
technologies often lack enterprise-wide
vision and data integration across the
sourcing lifecycle, along with no analytic
capabilities,” he says. In line with this, a
recent survey from Gartner revealed that
only 15 per cent of retailers having supplier
management processes aligned with business
objectives, while only a quarter of them are
electronically connected to 50 per cent or
more of their suppliers.
Susan Olivier, retail industry solutions
director at Dassault Systèmes, agrees:
“Companies still have a lot of different
sources of data. Typically organisations have

different systems for managing this data, such
as order management and goods movement.
Bringing that information together across a
system’s boundaries in as near real time as
possible is very important. This includes
information that is internal to the company
but external data as well.”
Increased collaboration and visibility of
processes across the whole chain are two
ways in which retailers can help solve the
data management problem and, in turn,
gain competitive advantage in the industry.
“In a post-recessionary economy, supplier
collaboration is one of the most critical
steps that can help retail chains achieve
cost controls and improve profits,” says
Jalan. “With varying IT environments and
innumerable operational and logistical
challenges, end-to-end supplier collaboration
has often been like the elusive ‘last mile’ that
even the most seasoned retailers find hard
to conquer.”
“Collaboration is key, as is giving users
as much visibility as possible as early as
possible,” explains Olivier. “Classic product

lifecycle management technology includes
a lot of that data, but often the right people
don’t have visibility of that data. Companies
need to take our one version of the truth and
make it more available.”
Having the right system in place to
manage all this data and connect the sales
information to supply chain information
is one way that will help retailers achieve
a more agile and nimble supply chain,
which is crucial to providing a free flow
of information across boundaries. “The
appropriate technology can provide
visibility into the current status of goods
in the supply chain, as well as reasonable
projections of future supply and inventory
performance,” says Harrison. “Software
tools and disciplined processes are the only
solutions for transforming a babble of data
into dependable and actionable knowledge.”
“Fully integrating all sales channels and
the end-to-end systems that manage the
transportation process streamlines the entire
service, providing visibility over all stock
and deliveries wherever they reside in the

The warehouse evolution
Guido van Osch explains how accuracy, productivity and visibility are all essentials for effective supply chain execution
Current trends in warehousing and

stakeholders within the value chain. However, integration of different information systems

management by exception that demands

includes extended supply chain networks,

distribution are making accuracy, visibility and

more mid-market retailers, manufacturers

deep, instant visibility is becoming an

which share information, infrastructures, and

productivity a three-word mantra for effective

and distributors are confronting these

essential business practice.

cross-company and multi-channel resources.

supply chain execution. Across multiple

changes. They grow autonomously, have

more relevant for the logistics and/or

industries, profits and growth depend on a

international ambitions (or their competitor

warehouse manager, who requires real-time

an increased lack of resources are putting

together to give organisations the accuracy,

company’s ability to meet higher customer

has) or they try to strengthen their position

information about daily operations. The

new pressures on warehouse productivity. In

productivity and visibility that can support a

expectations. To keep pace, businesses need

in the value chain by integrating forward

increased usage of warehouse automation,

order to overcome resource issues and also

complex, volatile marketplace.

optimised logistics processes that let them

and/or backward in the value chain.

like material handling equipment, and

to ensure companies meet higher service

move quickly in new directions and at the

increases, which in turn will enhance visibility.
In practice, the need for visibility is

Systems, processes and people come

level agreements and guarantee accurate

Guido van Osch is global industry director

same time, ensure they go beyond fulfilment

of formats) can lead to a closer collaboration

strategies, which lead to diversified flows

production, warehouse automation can be

of Retail and Distribution at To-Increase,

for products and services. They must also

among different stakeholders, for example,

of goods and information to either stores

used to meet quality assurance standards by

the largest non-reseller ISV for Microsoft

continuously deliver added value that keeps

logistics service providers, distributors and

or end-users, significantly increases supply

reducing errors and increasing productivity

Dynamics AX and Microsoft Dynamics

customers coming back and meet a new

retailers. Common scenarios include the

chain complexity. With the introduction

of daily operations.

NAV developing solutions for highly

world of standards for quality and accuracy.

outsourcing or acquisition of a company’s

of cross-channel strategies an increasing

In the upper market, these new standards
have been set by different dominant
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Supply chain integration (in different kinds the implementation of cross-channel

In addition, a changing workforce and

The rapid pace of change is creating a

specific industry verticals, including retail,

activities. In the case of outsourcing, the need number of orders with less volume per

true ‘warehouse evolution’ that begins with

manufacturing, wholesale, distribution,

for real-time sharing of information and

automated storage and replenishment, and

construction and food

order run through the systems. As a result,

“Systems, processes and
people come together
to give organisations the
accuracy, productivity
and visibility that can
support a complex, volatile
marketplace”

Guido van Osch
To-Increase
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“Dynamics AX for Retail can
help retailers to take control
of the supply chain – the
flexibility allows customers
to easily manage the supply
chain implications of adding
new channels to market”

Russell Dorset
Maginus

Store

supply chain,” adds Russell Dorset, sales and
marketing director at Maginus.
Of course, it can be easy to focus on having
the right system in place to manage this
data and forget about the role the end user
plays in all of this. Retailers need to consider
how better managing the supply chain can
improve the shopping experience for the
customer. “Ensuring that the supply chain
produces and delivers the right amount
of product to retailers is key,” says Greg
Marmulak, vice president of professional
services at JustEnough Software. “From the
retailer’s point of view, it builds confidence
that they won’t face product obsolescence
issues at the end of a selling cycle. But at
the end of the day, for retailers it’s all about
servicing the end consumer. Making sure
that the products shoppers want to buy are
immediately available is important – whether
they’re purchasing them in a bricks and
mortar store or online. Retailers must be
able to balance the need to meet customer
demand with managing their inventory levels

and the integrity of their pricing. If they are
successful at doing so, they will benefit from
increased customer loyalty and profitability.”
Keeping a focus on the customer when
managing the supply chain means that solutions
that manage cross-channel operations are
becoming more and more important. “Supply
chain performance is about fulfilling the
retailers brand promise with shoppers, which
for many means a fundamental transformation
to demand-driven retailing, and delivering a
consistent brand/shopping experience across
multiple channels,” says Masson.
“The goal for forward-thinking retailers
is to re-organise their entire business
towards the customer,” says Andrea Cencini,
TXTPERFORM managing director at TXT
e-solutions. “A better understanding of
customer demand and using these insights
to their full potential will improve business
processes, enable personalised offerings and
give customers the power to browse, enquire,
buy and return on any channel that most fits
their needs. Best in class retailers are replacing
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The increasing speed at which products are being introduced has

to ensure these NPIs and promotions are executed correctly and to

thrown another challenge into the supply chain management mix

avoid out of stock conditions.”

for even the most innovative retailer. Susan Olivier, retail industry

In addition, Andrews believes that due to the increasingly global

solutions director at Dassault Systèmes, explains: “Retailers are being

nature of supply chains and the increase in stock keeping units

pushed to bring out more new products in less time, as customers

available for purchase in stores, product recalls are skyrocketing and

constantly want to see new products in store. Companies thus need

posing an additional challenge for retailers to manage.

better visibility to deal with a shortening timeline.”
Internally within a company the supply chain team is often the

He says: “With the proliferation of sourcing options, retailers have
to do their best to ensure the products they offer conform to safety

last to find out about the introduction of new product categories

and health standards in their manufacture and handling as products

so companies must gain a better view of the product line and new

travel through the supply chain. But recalls will continue to be an

product introductions (NPIs).

unhappy fact of life for retailers. So when a recall is issued, retailers

David Andrews, director of marketing communications at Reflexis

have to ensure they pull suspect products from their shelves as soon

Systems, comments: “Due to the global nature of commerce, retailers

as possible and provide the necessary in-store signage to inform and

of all kinds can source products from all over the world. Additionally,

assure their customers.

the number of NPIs, promotions, and special offers for products

“I don’t think these trends are going to go away. In fact, barring a

such as food and beverage, beauty items, and general merchandise

giant meteor crashing into the planet, they are going to accelerate.

is increasing. Even in a difficult economy, this trend will continue, as

Retailers need to provide their workforce with tools that drive best-

NPIs and promotions can generate a significant upswing in sales for

practice response to conditions that are changing by the minute to

retailers. This puts increased pressure on the supply chain and stores

better serve an increasingly tech-savvy and informed consumer.”
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Kiosk

Channel Connect
game: 500,000
plays and counting...
Don’t miss out on the fun – test your ability to connect retail sales
channels by playing the My Genius Channel Connect online game.
Enter your scores and you could win your own My Genius.
While you’re online find out more about how Microsoft Dynamics AX
Multi-Channel Retail Solutions from Maginus can help you to increase
sales, offer consistent customer service levels across sales channels
and reduce costs by increasing Multi-Channel efficiency.
To find out more about how Maginus integrated software solutions
could help grow your business visit: www.my-genius.co.uk

New product introductions and their effect on the supply chain

Catalogue
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management, supply chain and merchandising.
As Dorset explains: “Dynamics AX for Retail
can help retailers to take control of the supply
chain – the flexibility allows customers to easily
manage the supply chain implications of adding
new channels to market.”
Looking to the future, it is fair to say that
the ways retailers manage their supply chains
will continue to evolve, especially with the
change in consumer habits and an industry
that continues to move at what sometimes
seems like breakneck speed. Cencini explains
what she thinks will play a part in the future:
“There will be continued emphasis on retailers
being demand driven and getting the most
out of their downstream data, as well as using
solutions that help analyse the right data and
translate that into meaningful supply chain
decisions with localised assortments and
replenishment in a timely fashion.”
“I expect even closer collaboration between

traditional retail models with many connected
channels, enabling multiple purchases to
be managed at various times with different
supply routes. This allows retailers to meet
the emerging customer need of flexibility but
with a consistent brand message and puts the
customer first throughout the transition.”
As customers become more accustomed to
being able to select the channel in which they
engage with retailers, solutions that provide
demand planning and functionality are playing
a greater role in supply chain management.
“With somewhere between 70 per cent and
85 per cent of actual buying decisions being
made at the shelf, retailers must focus on
consistently fulfilling consumer expectations
during every interaction to be successful; this
is by no means a process only objective but one
that also requires the right technology,” says
Cencini. “As a result there is continued focus
on planning solutions and particularly those
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that provide end to end integrated planning
(from product development to merchandise
planning, assortment, replenishment, down
to the shelf), coupled with performance
management capabilities.”
Cencini continues: “Now more than ever
companies need the most advanced planning
capabilities as well as the ability to analyse,
diagnose and correct their supply chains.
The combination of planning functionality
and performance management offers a level
of insight supply chain managers all need;
a deeper understanding of the future and
cause-effect implications of each decision.”
These demand planning technology
and analytical solutions can also provide
the necessary agility to meet the needs of
consumers that are becoming ever more
demanding and technology savvy, and to
help sustain their business in a changing
economy. JustEnough’s Marmulak explains:

“Retailers must put technology and
infrastructure in place to adapt to a faster,
more agile supply chain. What’s great is that
with the advent of cloud-based solutions,
retailers of all sizes have access to best-inclass planning technology. This is a costeffective option for many businesses that
would otherwise have to wait until they had
the IT infrastructure in place to support
advanced demand-planning solutions. As
such, retailers will be able to respond quickly
to a faster supply chain, providing their
customers with the products they want, in
the right location, at the right time and for
the right price.”
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail is one
solution that can help retailers manage the
increasing number of factors that they need
to consider to effectively manage their supply
chain. The global ERP solution offers retailers
out-of-the-box capabilities for point-of-sale, store

suppliers and retailers, elimination of barriers
and greater sharing of information,” says
Harrison. “The condition for this greater
cooperation is that the supplier must be able to
use the shared information in order to provide a
better service to his retail customers.”
“The ultimate goal will be to create a realtime supply chain network in which multiple
internal IT networks exchange information,”
adds Van Osch. “ERP systems provide all
kinds of integrated, standardised tools with
predefined formats and protocols that enable
supply chain integration so companies can
actually benefit from closer cooperation.”
“Retailers who do nothing to deliver
a 21st century shopping experience are
doomed,” says Masson. “Many of the retail
executives who have visited the Microsoft
Retail Experience Center, or customers of our
growing network of Microsoft Retail Stores,
would agree that the technology to deliver the

21st century shopping experience is already
available from Microsoft and its partners.
Microsoft’s unique combination of consumer
channels and devices, consumer and enterprise
software, retail applications, and an open
platform-based approach that fosters partner
innovation, provides a credible, differentiated
and sustainable path to shopper-centric
experiences and demand-driven retailing.”
Masson concludes: “We’re not advocating
a complete rip and replacement of today’s
spaghetti architectures in retail – our open
platform and choice of innovative partner
solutions provide lots of interoperability
with existing investments, and enables
phased deployment, but we are advocating a
rethink of monolithic architectures that don’t
support the transformation to demand-centric
retailing. A traditional piecemeal approach
to supply chain at this stage would be like
rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic.”
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At your

service
When it comes to self-service retail, it’s important to get the strategy right.
Jacqui Griffiths finds out how innovative solutions are helping retailers to enrich
their relationship with customers

An increasing number of retailers are offering self-service options
to customers. E-commerce sites have established themselves as a
convenient self-service option, while self-checkout machines and
kiosks have become a familiar sight in a wide variety of stores,
enabling customers to move quickly through the checkout line so
retailers can reduce the number of staff at the tills. As tech-savvy
customers browse items online before going to a store to purchase
their goods, it seems that the future of retail lies in a convergence of
self-service channels with more traditional customer interaction.
“Self-service is everywhere, whether you are at the store, in the
bank, at an airport, the library, public transport, or even a hospital,”
says Dusty Lutz, general manager, NCR Netkey at NCR. “Consumers
have embraced self-service and, in many cases, actually expect it.
Consumers are interested in things that make shopping faster, easier
and more convenient for them, and self-service addresses that need. A
recent study showed that 54 per cent of European consumers prefer
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to have kiosks available in some way within a store, while 31 per cent
prefer to have self-checkout stations.”
In addition, the changing roles of shop staff mean that for some
customers, there is no need to interact with staff at the checkout.
“Retailers have de-skilled the job of a store assistant and equipped
the store with tools for processing customer transactions quickly,”
explains Tony Bryant, head of business development at K3 Retail.
“The point-of-sale has become transaction-oriented, and it’s often
difficult for customers to see the added value. Internet and mobilesavvy customers are using these tools to gather information on the
product, and it’s often the case that the customer knows more about
the product than the store staff. Why wouldn’t a customer choose to
use the self-service if it’s faster and more engaging?”
This is not to say that customers don’t want to interact with shop
staff. Indeed, making staff available to deal with customer queries is a
crucial element of good customer service. But if you have a question

about a product, you’re more likely to ask it
on the shop floor than at the checkout. “In a
hardware or grocery store, you’ve basically
completed your whole purchase by the time
you get to the till,” says Susan Olivier, retail
industry solutions lead at Dassault Systèmes.
“By using self-checkout options, retailers can
put more of their staff on the floor where
customers are likely to have questions.
The checkout is at the end of that whole
transaction process, after any questions have
been answered. Self-service makes perfect
sense in that context. It offers retailers the
opportunity to separate the encounter
portion of retail from the transaction/
checkout portion.”

For retailers, the challenge lies in
intelligent use of technology and staff
resources to ensure that both customers
and retailers profit from the self-service retail
experience. “Self-service offers the promise
of reducing staffing at the checkout and
moving it to the sales floor, with the potential
to create better customer service and a more
profitable store,” says Marty Ramos, retail
industry market development manager at
Microsoft. “But if not managed correctly,
self service can consume as much or more
labour than a regular checkout lane. Retailers
need to focus on intervention rates – for
example, how many times a cashier needs
to assist a self-checkout. Like any system,

simplicity is the key and retailers need to
focus on removing any processes where their
customers struggle.”
Retailers need to think carefully about the
self-service experience that their customers
receive, and technology providers can help
with this. K3 Retail provides kiosk solutions
based on the Microsoft .NET Framework,
which supports a core set of business
logic and user interface components that
help to make the customer journey and
ordering process as smooth as possible.
“The first challenge customers are faced
with is being able to understand the selfservice equipment on offer,” says Bryant.
“Vendors like K3 Retail are working to add
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a level of experience that customers have
become used to on mobile apps. In terms
of kiosk technology, retailers need to look
closely at the way these are interfaced and
to embrace kiosks as a new sales channel.
Kiosks don’t have to be self-service; they
could be used as a guided selling tool. If a
member of staff is directing customers to the
kiosks and assisting them with the process,
this is a perfect opportunity to up-sell to the
customer and would work especially well
in a fashion environment. The design of the
K3 solution allows for new functionality to
be easily plugged in, so that functionality
can be extended to meet the individual
requirements of each retailer without
needing to modify the core application.”
As the technology partner of baby-care
superstore Kiddicare.com, K3 has delivered
a new way of engaging with the consumer in
the form of the Kiddicare kiosk, which uses
a combination of Microsoft SQL database
and Web Services technologies to store
and retrieve relevant information. “The
Kiddicare kiosk gives customers and sales
staff a content-rich catalogue of products in a
convenient and easy-to-use device.” explains
Bryant. “Whether the customer chooses to
operate the kiosk themselves or is assisted by
the salesperson, a simple customer journey
guides them through browsing, selection
(including the identification of relevant
products for cross-selling and up-selling),
payments and organising in-store collection
or home delivery. It can help improve store
throughput at peak periods without the need
to recruit extra staff or take up valuable floor
space for extra tills.”
Implementation, as well as technology,
is of vital importance if self-service retail
is to deliver the benefits it promises.
“Implementation is one of the biggest
challenges facing retailers with self-checkout
or kiosk deployment,” says NCR’s Lutz.
“Successfully incorporating self-checkout
may require some changes to the store
layout, potential adjustments to labour
scheduling, and training of employees. It
also requires analysis to understand the
ideal configuration needed in the store to
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Keep them coming
Retailers can use customer data from all
channels to enhance service and build
loyalty, says Aldata's Ari Saapunki

Customers have increasingly high
expectations of the service they receive
through web channels or in-store. Many
research products on the internet before
making their decision to purchase them.
They want to be recognised as the same
customer, earn the same points and get
the same deals whether they’re online or in
store. For retailers, a customer’s activities in
a web environment provide a rich source of
information that can be used to enhance the
customer experience as well as boost crossselling and up-selling opportunities.
Self-service environments such as
interactive kiosks and internet channels
are increasingly important in this context.
When the customer swipes their loyalty
card at a kiosk, all the relevant data from
their web and in-store activities can be fed
to the screen. The customer then receives
relevant offers and vouchers to use, and
they may also be recommended activities
and products based on their browsing and
purchase history.
By taking a multi-channel approach to
customer relationships, retailers can optimise
their marketing to reward loyal customers
and reactivate dormant ones. The Aldata
1-2-1 Retail solution combines retail best
practices with multi-channel customer
connectivity on Microsoft Dynamics AX for

The Kiddicare kiosk from K3 allows customers to find out more about products

Retail, enabling retailers to deliver the right
offers to each customer over the marketing

maximise throughput and find the right
balance of available assisted and self-service
checkouts. Kiosks present similar operational
challenges: it’s critical to select the right
location for the kiosk, but that requires an
understanding of the shopper traffic patterns
and the store layout. Proper branding and
signage to communicate the key purpose
of the kiosk to shoppers is also a critical
component, but frequently overlooked. It’s
best for retailers to work with an experienced

self-checkout or kiosk provider who can who
can help them implement industry-specific
best practices and avoid any hidden pitfalls.
“NCR’s Netkey platform addresses these
challenges in a wide variety of industries,”
Lutz continues. “Netkey supports Microsoft
Windows on the kiosk or digital signage
media-player device, and Windows Server
and SQL Server on the NCR Netkey
management server. The software is also
backed by the global sales and support

infrastructure of NCR. Combined with
world-class hardware and services, it offers
a complete turnkey solution for kiosks and
digital signage.”
Lutz believes that in order to build
customer loyalty, the in-store self-service
experience should be just one aspect of
a seamless, converged interaction with
the retailer across multiple channels.
“The in-store kiosk experience should
complement the near-store mobile and

at-home web experiences to provide the
appropriate interaction at the right time and
place, based on the shopper’s presence and
preference,” he says. “It’s crucial for retailers
to define their business issues and agree on
how to measure the effectiveness of their
self-service implementation before they go
ahead. Some retailers are tempted to try
to achieve too many objectives with a selfservice deployment and end up jeopardising
its success. If you try to run 15 different

medium that’s right for them. Retailers
can use these preferences to get a clear
understanding of how they contribute to the
bottom line. Then they can create marketing
campaigns to target each group and
communicate with them more effectively.
Ari Saapunki is director of Aldata's 1-2-1
Retail Solution
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be able to go into the store and get more
product information from a kiosk. If it’s
out of stock, they should be able to find out
where they can get it nearby. Some stores
have kiosks or service desks where you can
do this, but it’s not a very easy practice at the
moment. I think it can be made more readily
available for customers by taking the best of
those channels and making it available for
the customer through whatever method she
wants to interact.”
This blurring of boundaries between
technologies points the way to future
developments, says Lutz. “The most
immediate shift has been a blurring of the
lines between kiosks and digital signage,
which is becoming more interactive rather
than passively displaying content. Brand
marketers and retailers looking for a more
immersive consumer experience may prefer
to deliver their product content on a mix of
kiosks and larger format interactive displays

Are retailers making the most of new innovations, asks Extended Results
Self-service retailing can enhance the customer experience in many

as product selection and payment. From an operator perspective,

ways. Today, customers look for choice, value, service and speed in

it should involve the reduction of administrative expenses while

their transactions. Time has become a luxury that most can’t afford

providing quality service with meaningful customer relationship

to spare, and retailers are constantly challenged to deliver acceptable

management (CRM).

and consistent means of customer service to their shoppers. “New

Colyer says that mobile business intelligence (BI) applications

self-service technologies such as self-checkout and kiosks have

are a top priority for today’s retailers. “Mobile BI is key for retailers

addressed these issues by transforming the way consumers shop

increasingly driven to optimise revenue, inventory and profits down

and interact with businesses,” explains Bryan Colyer, director of

to the store and department level,” he explains. “Mobile BI also plays

business development at Extended Results. “A key to understanding

a vital role for managers and other key decision makers that are

why consumers are moving away from the traditional face-to-face

often out of the office moving

customer service is convenience. So the question then becomes, are

throughout the region or

retailers making the most out of the self-services opportunity? How

store assessing, diagnosing

much emphasis should a retail store put on self-service? And how do

and fixing customer problems

consumers really feel about self-service?”

and operating conditions.

Retailers will need to focus on an effective self-service formula to

Our solution ‘WorkPlace for

compete. To succeed, they must take advantage of new innovations

Mobile’ leverages Microsoft

that will deliver customer experiences with true differentiation.

SQL Server and SharePoint to

Technology will play a major role in enabling new innovations,

provide decision makers with the

and a self-service paradigm should benefit both the customer and

information they need to make

the vending operator. For the customer, the gain is convenience,

decisions faster, because that’s

efficiency and the ability to control aspects of the transaction such

where the money is.”
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across the various store touch points, so
the shoppers gets the same promotions,
discounts and personalised features as they
would through the full service POS. The
consistency increases the brand recognition
as people like to shop in a familiar space.
Another important point is for the retailers
to deploy an architecture that will allow
easy integration of all self-service touch
points within the store platform, so they are
not developed, deployed and managed in
separate silos.”
Self-service technologies are developing
at a rapid pace, offering an increasingly
connected experience that embraces all the
channels a customer might use to interact
with the store. “There’s a blurring of channels
in retail in general,” says Dassault Systèmes’
Olivier. “People want to go online and do
product research, and potentially complete
their product purchase in-store rather than
having the item delivered. They should

Vi

applications on a kiosk, this might only
confuse shoppers and dilute its effectiveness.
Instead, focus on providing applications that
deliver value to shoppers. If you get the
strategy right and operate it properly in the
store, then customer satisfaction and loyalty
is something that will result naturally.”
“Retailers should be using the information
and expertise from their website and
replicating this through the store,” says
K3’s Bryant. “If a customer was to insert
their loyalty card into the in-store kiosk they
would be instantly recognised and their
history displayed on the screen. This would
be the ideal opportunity to showcase new
products based on their previous purchases.
It would certainly encourage consumers to
carry their loyalty card.”
Mana Yellin, vice president of marketing
strategy at Retalix, agrees: “One of the main
factors to enable a successful self-service
strategy is to provide a unified experience
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ACCELERATE YOUR SUCCESS IN RETAIL
VISIT WINCOR NIXDORF AT NRF 2012
www.wincor-nixdorf.com
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Register online
For the latest news and views from Microsoft and its partners

“Today’s customer walks
through the store with
a phone that rivals the
processing power of registers
from just a few years back,
these phones are connected
and capable of easily reading
barcodes. It’s a small step
to provide them with a
checkout-enabled shopping
application, allowing the
customer to check out as
they shop”

Marty Ramos
Microsoft

for maximum impact and effectiveness.
For example, some NCR retail customers
are installing larger format touch-enabled
screens, often in portrait mode, to deliver
a more vibrant, engaging interaction. In
the coming years, this crossover is likely to
continue as we see a co-existence of kiosks
and digital signage in the same environment.”
In this emerging world of enriched
customer interactions, mobility will
also be closely linked with self-service
implementations, with digital signage
screens including quick response barcodes
or supporting the ability to send e-mails
or text messages. “Self-service solutions
complement the ever-increasing mobile
commerce proposition,” says Bryant. “As
retail stores face mounting pressure to be
more innovative and have the ability to
support the digitally competent consumer,
kiosk and touch-screen technology will come
into its own.”
“We foresee a significant increase in the
use of shopper-owned mobile devices as
retail self-service devices,” adds Yellin. “We
also believe that shoppers will execute not
just informational transactions, but also

more financial transactions at self-service
touch points and channels, such as mobile
payments, redeeming mobile e-coupons,
purchasing online services, mobile product
ordering and self checkout.”
Ultimately, mobile devices will be enabled
with retail applications to simplify and
enhance the customer’s retail experience.
“Today’s customer walks through the store
with a phone that rivals the processing power
of cash registers and store computers from
just a few years back,” concludes Ramos.
“These phones are connected and capable
of easily reading barcodes. It’s a small step
to provide them with a checkout-enabled
shopping application, allowing the customer
to check out as they shop.
“Companies such as mobile self-checkout
solutions provider AisleBuyer are enabling
this today. Near-field communication will
enable new capabilities – for example
consumers will be able to use digital wallets,
or have the ability to tap a shelf label to
scan an item. With these capabilities, the
checkout can become simply a bagging
or validation station and the shopping
experience will become even simpler.”

OnWindows.com is the definitive source for companies that use Microsoft technology.
Microsoft’s unrivalled partner ecosystem is constantly launching new and improved
software tools to boost business performance. Whether you’re in manufacturing,
retail and hospitality, communications, ﬁnancial services or the public sector, visit
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Retalix creates a unified approach to self-service
One of the main prerequisites to a successful self-service strategy is

marketing and commerce applications,

providing the shopper with a superior shopping experience across all

e-commerce, as well as a range of store

touch points through attractive, easy-to-use applications. With this

management applications.”

in mind, Retalix has created Retalix 10, a store and sales channel suite

The solution uses advanced Microsoft

comprising of advanced applications and a unique architecture that

technologies including .NET, Windows

seamlessly combines major customer-centric retail functions such as

7, SQL Server and Microsoft Windows

multiple customer touch points and targeted promotions and loyalty

Azure, to ensure scalability and resilience,

– all within a single, converged solution, enabling rapid time-to-

and to support its innovative application

market and reduced total cost of ownership.

and architecture design. “As we foresee a

“Designed around a single, unified engine, Retalix 10 unifies

proliferation of self-service touch points,

and streamlines the deployment and management of in-store

we believe retailers will benefit most when

systems, mobile commerce and online channels, offering a single,

deploying innovative solution architectures

seamless platform that ensures a superior, consistent shopping

such as Retalix 10, which enables seamless

experience across all touch points and sales channels,” explains

unified experiences and processes across all touch points and

Mana Yellin, the company’s vice president of marketing strategy.

sales channels, while providing retailers with extreme flexibility

“This includes POS, self checkout, self-scanning, kiosks, mobile

and reduced TCO.”
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First
steps to
the cloud
Rebecca Lambert speaks to Ian Carlson at Microsoft to find out more about his company’s private cloud offerings
and how they are helping businesses get used to the new IT delivery and consumption models of cloud computing
Businesses are expected to take advantage of hybrid cloud models where they can use both public and private cloud to meet their needs
The cloud is shifting the way we think about
computing. Offering unbounded scalability
on a pay-per-use basis, for many businesses
cloud computing means increased business
agility, accelerated time-to-market, less
upfront, capital expense and reduced
IT overheads. But how should they take
advantage of the cloud? Should they be using
a public, private or hybrid environment? In
previous issues of Speak we have explained
what public cloud computing is all about
and how customers are benefiting from the
Windows Azure Platform. Here, Rebecca
Lambert speaks to Ian Carlson, senior product
manager in Microsoft’s Windows Server and
Virtualisation Product Management team, to
find out why customers may choose a private
cloud computing model and how Microsoft
is helping them to build out a dedicated
cloud environment to transform the way they
manage their IT.
What are the main differences between public
and private cloud computing?
At Microsoft, we view cloud computing as a new
model to deliver and use IT services – one that
helps to increase the focus of IT on what really
matters to the business, resulting in increased
business agility and improved IT economies.
That being said, we describe the cloud by its
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core attributes; first is pooled resources, which is
taking all of your compute, network and storage
and building a shared pool. Second, it provides
self-service capabilities, allowing people to access
the IT resources they need, reducing the burden
on the IT department. Third is the ability to be
elastic, which is to scale up or down dynamically
as resource needs change. Fourth is the ability
to have a usage-based system, where the people
using IT resources are paying only for what they
use, when they need it. We feel this definition
covers all the cloud computing delivery models,
and private cloud has all the same benefits
and attributes, with the additional control and
customisation of resources that are dedicated to
an individual customer. In comparison, a public
cloud offering is built on IT resources shared by
multiple organisations.
Why would some customers choose private
over public cloud?
One of the factors that may govern a
company’s use of private over public is the
desire to have some additional control and
customisation of their cloud resources.
Some examples include data sovereignty and
regulations. Certain governments don’t allow
data to exist outside their countries, and with
some public cloud offerings that may not be
possible. In these cases, private clouds run by

individual companies or hosted by a service
provider can help meet these needs.
What benefits does a private cloud
infrastructure specifically offer to retailers?
One scenario that highlights the value to
retailers is around application elasticity. Retail
companies often have high seasonal demand
for their products and services. Through efficient
resource pooling, which is a core tenant of cloud
computing, corporate IT can scale based on that
seasonal demand across a larger set of resources,
and release them back into the pool for the next
seasonal demand. The usage-based model is also
applicable here, as it can help provide a better
view into the true profitability of individual
stores, or seasonal events.
What developments is Microsoft making in
the private cloud computing space?
With the upcoming release of System Center
2012 we are bringing to market enhancements
across the Microsoft private cloud solution,
including new capabilities at the base layer
for building IT resource pools across multiple
hypervisors, as well as new models of self
service that are tied into a structured set of
IT processes. At the application layer, we
have made investments in providing deep
application insight, all the way to the code itself,

which allows for faster time to resolution when
applications are not performing as expected.
We also just introduced an early pre-release of
Windows Server 8, which will bring a broad
range of new technologies for private cloud,
including new enhancements in virtualisation,
management and storage.
How will the release of System Center 2012
enhance the current Microsoft private cloud
programmes and offerings?
We will be updating all of the Microsoft private
cloud offerings to include the new System
Center 2012 functionality. For example, the
Microsoft Private Cloud Fast Track programme,
which represents joint solutions from Microsoft
and the key server providers, will be updated in
the first half of 2012.
Once businesses are comfortable with a
private cloud computing model, how easy
is it for them to migrate to a public cloud
infrastructure?
The ability to operate in a hybrid model is
central to our approach to cloud computing. It is
important for a business to get comfortable with
the new IT delivery and consumption models of
cloud computing. Implementing a private cloud
is a great step towards public cloud computing.
Getting the new processes in place, setting up

the SLAs for self service, and transitioning to a
usage-based model make for an easier transition
to leveraging public cloud resources when
that makes sense. At Microsoft, we believe
that our customers will live in a hybrid model
of cloud computing, where they will choose
the combination of private and public cloud
infrastructure that best fits their particular
business. To enable this hybrid model, we have
focused on providing a common set of identity,
management, development and virtualisation
technologies that span our private and public
cloud offerings.

Private cloud: A perspective
from BEDIN Shop Systems
Private cloud computing ultimately offers
businesses the ability to manage their inhouse IT resource in a more agile, flexible
and efficient manner. While we have chosen
to offer our retail solution suite aKite on
a software as a service model built using
Windows Azure, we are also aware that
retailers still want to run some missioncritical solutions in house. For this reason,
aKite comes with the ability to integrate

How will the role of cloud computing (both
private and public) evolve over the years?
Applications will continue to evolve into full
services that can be developed and used through
the new cloud computing models, where
private or public become deployment decisions
based on business needs. Getting started with
building a Microsoft private cloud provides
a great foundation for getting your business
into cloud computing. With the common
management processes, identity, development
frameworks and infrastructure solutions you
are best positioned to take advantage of the new
functionality that cloud computing models will
continue to deliver both with private and public
cloud offerings.

with any ERP system or application on
premise, allowing retailers to manage their
operations in both a private and public
environment. The advantage here is that
they can gradually make the transition to
the cloud on their terms while still benefiting
from the innate scalability, flexibility and
cost-effectiveness of the cloud computing
model. As companies get used to this new
way of managing IT, I believe the distinctions
between public and private cloud will blur.
Wladimiro Bedin is president and founder of
BEDIN Shop Systems
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The new
retail paradigm
Rebecca Lambert looks at how Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail is helping retailers remain agile in
today’s digital environment and achieve vital integration across the retail value chain

Driven by the pervasive nature of the internet, consumers
are getting swept up in a multi-channel storm, using a
combination of online, mobile, social networking and
bricks and mortar stores to make purchases in a way
that suits them best. This new way of shopping, which
can involve mixing and matching a number of different
channels in a single transaction – for example, buying
an item online, redeeming a discount voucher from a
mobile app and returning in store – is pushing retailers
to redefine their cross-channel strategies.
“It’s no longer enough for retailers to focus on providing
a consistent customer experience across their stores,” says
Michael Griffiths, global product industry director for
Microsoft Dynamics Retail. “Today, they need to learn much
more about their customers’ preferences and participate in
the new forms of communication that consumers favour.
To remain agile in this digital environment and achieve vital
integration across the retail value chain, it’s important for
them to take advantage of tools that allow them to centralise
information and automate processes to ensure consistent
practices and pricing across all channels. If they don’t,
consumers are sure to go elsewhere.”
In a recent study – The 2011 Shopper Preferences Study
– conducted by Microsoft Gold Certified Partner Junction
Solutions with Retail TouchPoints and Decision Tree Labs,
86 per cent of consumers surveyed said they are somewhat
or highly likely to move their business to another retail
brand when they encounter inconsistent pricing across
channels. On a similar note, the same proportion said
they would switch retailers if a merchant offered inflexible
shipping, pick-up or return options.
Commenting on retail trends in North America in particular,
Sandeep Walia, CEO of e-commerce solutions specialist and
Microsoft Dynamics Retail Partner of the Year, Ignify, observes
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that customers are much more comfortable buying online than
they used to be and rely heavily on this channel to conduct
research prior to making a purchase. As a result, this is making
e-commerce as, if not more, important as the traditional bricks
and mortar store. “Most consumers now expect all channels
in the retail value chain to tie into the online experience,” he
says. “The trick to making this work involves having the right
modern technology in place to enable a true cross-channel
strategy. All operations need to be connected to ensure
consistent pricing, real-time inventory updates and visibility of
the customer’s shopping habits. If executed well, the benefits
can be significant. Customers are likely to spend more and
come back and shop with that retailer again.”
In fact, according to the Junction Solutions report, the
demand for a seamless shopping experience is ultimately
impacting the way consumers perceive retailers and, in turn,
has a direct effect on their loyalty to a retailer.

“Successful retailing is all about encouraging customer
loyalty by communicating with consumers via a channel that
is relevant to them. Customers, which are now accustomed
to comparing the best deals on the web and scouring social
networking sites for reviews, will not think twice about
going elsewhere if a retailer is selling a product at too high
a price or offering a service they consider to be below par,”
says Ari Saapunki, director of Aldata’s 1-2-1 Retail solution.
Aldata’s Global Retail CIO Survey, carried out earlier this
year, highlighted multi-channel customer relationship
management (CRM) and loyalty systems with customer data
linked to buying patterns as top priorities for retailers over
the next three years. However, as Microsoft’s Griffiths points
out, it’s not easy for retailers to connect customer data and
operations, especially if they are still using legacy IT systems.
“Applications that have been acquired over many years or
built in-house using different technologies and platforms can
not only be difficult to support, but usually run in silos and are
costly to integrate,” he says. “This makes it difficult to execute
business processes that often span multiple applications. The

result is that the retailer’s ability to gain a 360-degree view of
each customer, and offer consistent pricing and up-to-date
stock availability information is hindered.”
The connected retailer
As a single, end-to-end solution, Microsoft Dynamics AX
for Retail drives visibility across the organisation, enabling
retailers to streamline their multi-channel offering, connect
their operations and, in turn, build customer loyalty.
Recently Microsoft’s retail arm, Microsoft Store, decided
to implement Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail as its
business management solution to provide a wide range
of retail capabilities and integrate with the corporate SAP
system. Alongside Dynamics AX for Retail, the team also
implemented Microsoft Dynamics CRM to support effective
service delivery with complete detail of customer accounts
and purchase histories. Today, approximately 325 Microsoft
associates are taking advantage of the solution to carry
out their day-to-day operations. Role Centers in Microsoft
Dynamics AX for Retail allow employees to see tasks that are

The 2011 Shopper Preferences Study:
key findings
• 45 per cent of respondents anticipated that more of
their shopping will occur across multiple channels in
the coming year
• The ability to shop and receive purchases in the
channel of one’s choosing is having a direct impact on
consumer loyalty
• 59 per cent said a good selection and competitive
pricing across all channels was a major reason to shop
with a retailer

Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail is allowing Microsoft Store to provide a more personal customer experience
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relevant to them through an intuitive dashboard. Meanwhile
Dynamics CRM supports an effective, informed customer
service, and all financial and human resources management
functions integrate seamlessly between Dynamics AX for
Retail and the SAP system.
Commenting on the impact of integrating an end-to-end,
retail-specific ERP solution like Dynamics AX for Retail with
a CRM system, Ignify’s Walia says: “Having to deal with the
empowered customer requires strong customer relationship
management. By bringing CRM, ERP and the online channel
together, retailers can provide an integrated multi-channel
experience for customers. We helped jewellery retailer Bailey
Banks and Biddle do just that using Microsoft Dynamics AX
for Retail Point of Sale capabilities in the store environment
together with our own solution, Ignify e-commerce, for the
web store and core Dynamics AX for Retail functionality
to manage business-critical accounting and inventory
management. Now the company has a tightly integrated
back-office and online infrastructure and has been able to
step up the online experience by offering customers the
ability to customise their own jewellery.”
Aldata is also working with Microsoft to help retailers
engage much more closely with their customers across
multiple channels. “The Aldata 1-2-1 retail solution adds
to the functionality of Dynamics AX for Retail by linking
data gathered from the customers shopping in store with
the data from the e-commerce side, and enables analysis of
this data,” says Saapunki.
“Dynamics AX for Retail is very good at handling the data
collected from in store and self-service retail kiosks,” Aldata’s
chief marketing officer, Allan Davies, adds. “We can link data
for retailers that have customers who are both consumers and
businesses, for example DIY retailers. We can then enrich this
data with our solution by providing relevant analysis tools.
This is a vital capability for some specialist retailers.”
However, as Davies points out, successful retailing today
is not just about connecting customer data to improve
loyalty. “The cross-channel experience has opened up many
challenges for retailers, particularly when it comes to stock
management and distribution,” he says. “As the number
of channels through which products can be purchased
increases, the process of managing inventory becomes even
more complex. At the moment, most retailers are taking one
of two approaches to deal with this. Some are choosing to
take products directly from the store shelves, which means
they just have to manage inventory levels through one
channel. However, this can be fraught with problems; for
one, it directly impacts stock levels in store and the risk of
stock-outs increases. The other option is to manage stock
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Keeping up with
cross-channel retailing
Russell Dorset argues that retailers need to offer their customers a
seamless shopping experience regardless of the channel they choose to shop from
Bailey Banks and Biddle has now stepped up its online
experience, offering customers the ability to customise jewellery
from the distribution warehouse. This can be a lot easier to
manage, but it does require an end-to-end retail solution like
Dynamics AX for Retail that’s capable of offering visibility
across all transactions and channels.”
Last year, luxury hair, skin and beauty products brand,
Carol’s Daughter, implemented Microsoft Dynamics AX
for Retail as its new end-to-end ERP solution to handle key
business processes, including financial management and
reporting, supply chain management and planning, and
IT support and management. Explaining how the solution
has helped the company, Griffiths says: “Carol’s Daughter,
which conducts the majority of its business through its
online channel, has taken full advantage of the end-to-end
functionality of Dynamics AX for Retail to gain full visibility
of its supply chain and connect the online channel with its
stores. Now, it is running a completely connected operation.”
With the next generation of Microsoft Dynamics AX for
Retail due out next year, Griffiths is confident that it will
continue to help companies become connected retailers.
“On the back of the success we’ve achieved with Dynamics
AX for Retail already, we’re committed to enhancing the
retail-specific functionality for our customers,” he says.
“Most other solutions on the market today require users
to access multiple applications to get the information they
need. With Dynamics AX for Retail you don’t have to; all
the information you need can be accessed via a single
dashboard. This is just one of the ways we are demonstrating
how we are working with retailers to provide them with the
tools they need to achieve their goals. By listening to their
needs and showing an understanding of the underlying
factors driving change in the industry, we are helping them
to stay competitive in this new retail paradigm.”

Consumers want to shop in a way that is convenient to
them. They expect to be able to pick and choose between a
variety of different channels to make purchases and, if need
be, return them. They have also come to expect a seamless
experience across each of these different channels, whether
it be in store, online, in a catalogue, on a smartphone or
even via a social networking site like Facebook.
The world of online shopping is continuing to experience
considerable growth and recent figures show that, despite the
current climate,` the e-commerce channel is continuing to
perform strongly. The IMRG Capgemini Index rose by 14 per
cent in August, with £5.2 billion spent online, equating to a yearon-year increase of 21 per cent, boosted by a growing number of
consumers using their smartphones to make purchases.
Despite these promising figures, the retail industry is still
a highly competitive market and it’s essential that retailers
don’t become complacent. They must ensure that they keep
evolving and exceeding customer expectations, delivering
sales through new channels and investing in emerging
ones. For example, consumers that prefer to shop using
their smartphones expect to be able to easily navigate a
website that is optimised for their device and are likely to
go elsewhere if it becomes a chore rather than a pleasure.
Even with the growth of new channels, consumers typically
begin their shopping experience online via a PC or smartphone
to research a product and its price, and then invariably make
their purchase in store. With this in mind, it’s important for
all channels to be connected, so a retailer can have a clear
picture of their customers’ shopping habits and foster longterm loyalty. It’s also important for the same offers/discounts
to be available across all channels for consistency.
Until recently, mid-tier retailers haven’t been able
to afford to offer their customers a true cross-channel
experience. Similarly, many large enterprise businesses have

been confined by the limitations of their legacy IT solutions,
lacking the agility and flexibility to execute a successful
cross-channel strategy. Now though, with solutions like
Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail, combined with the
capabilities of the Maginus multi-channel suite, businesses
can have access to affordable, enterprise-level IT with rich
industry-specific functionality that enables them to connect
their operations and update the retail experience.
Having access to an end-to-end solution that allows an
organisation to achieve enterprise-wide visibility is more
important than ever. To keep up with customer demands,
retailers must have centralised information and automated
processes to ensure consistent practices and pricing across
multiple channels. Microsoft Dynamics AX for Retail
provides retailers with an industry-specific platform like
no other in the marketplace. It offers organisations rich
retail-specific capabilities to help build loyalty and exceed
customer expectations. In particular it allows all of the
different sales channels to be truly integrated, meaning that
the website knows what stock is held in each store, staff
can be notified immediately that a customer is coming in
to collect an item and they can easily find out whether the
customer has already paid or needs to pay in store.
The upcoming release of Dynamics AX for Retail on the
Dynamics AX 2012 platform will also give retail employees
the ability to use a range of devices, including tablets and
smartphones, to access the information they need. This
will ensure optimum efficiency and give them the ability
to interact with customers on the shop floor with the
confidence that they have all the information they need at
their disposal to answer any queries.
Russell Dorset is sales and marketing director at Maginus, a UK
multi-channel retail and distribution software solutions specialist
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“Pri error quando graecis ne, aperiam sapiente
ex has. In ridens vivendo interpretaris per, an
ubique ceteroscri aperiam te quando”

private cloud computing

Gordon Esmond Freye, Microsoft

Target
Overview
Solution: Microsoft private cloud
Benefits: Reduced costs, increased the
IT team’s ability to support the business,
improved infrastructure management,
increased system availability
Technologies: Microsoft Services and
Support, Datacenter Services, Windows
Server, System Center
Partner: Microsoft, Dell
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The first Target store opened in 1962 in the
Minneapolis suburb of Roseville, Minnesota
in the US, with a focus on convenient
shopping at competitive discount prices.
Today, Target remains committed to
providing guests with the right merchandise
mix – from everyday commodities and
grocery offerings to trend-right home and
apparel lines – at outstanding value.
In 2004, Target joined the Microsoft
Technology Adoption Program (TAP) to find a
way of replacing its ageing servers, which hosted
the company’s pharmacy application running
on the IBM AIX operating system.
“With Target’s growth, the proliferation
of servers, and the increasing portfolio of
applications that we manage, it was time for a
new approach to our IT infrastructure,” says
Fritz DeBrine, senior group manager of Server
Technology and Enterprise Storage at Target.
“We used to work in a model where if you were
developing an application for a store, you’d have
to buy a server for that application. Over time,
that’s amounted to a lot of money. We wanted
to reduce the number of physical servers that
we need to run our applications at each store.”
Through TAP, the Microsoft team worked
closely with the company’s IT department,
Target Technology Services, to virtualise the
Linux-based pharmacy solution and run it
successfully in a Microsoft Virtual Server
2005 environment. “Microsoft was pretty
creative about developing a virtual machine
edition for SUSE Linux for us,” says DeBrine.
“So the first virtual instance in our stores
was actually a Linux virtual machine, and it
worked great. We deployed that solution to
approximately 1,500 stores.”
Target’s participation in TAP absolved the
company from having to buy new hardware

for its pharmacy applications and was the
catalyst for Target choosing a Microsoft
virtualisation solution for every one of its
retail stores in the US.
Over the next three years, Target increased
its Microsoft virtualisation footprint in all
the stores by virtualising three additional
workloads on Virtual Server 2005. These new
virtual machines housed Microsoft SQL Server
2005 data management software and Microsoft
System Center Configuration Manager 2007.
By the time Microsoft released the Windows
Server 2008 operating system with Hyper-V in
February 2008, the only remaining workloads
running on their own physical servers were the
POS and asset-protection solutions.
In 2009, Target noticed reduced performance
on the replenishment application at the stores.
Further investigation revealed that the single
CPU limitation in Microsoft Virtual Server
2005 was responsible for performance issues
with SQL Server. However, now that Target
could take advantage of the performance
improvements with Hyper-V, the company had
a ready-made solution to its problem. Target
deployed Windows Server 2008 and Hyper-V
to gain access to the new multi-core capability in
Hyper-V that gives each virtual machine access
to as many as four logical processors.
“In the fall of 2009, we partnered again with
Microsoft and simulated a store in a lab to see
if Hyper-V would solve the problem with SQL
Server by giving us access to multiple CPUs. It
worked perfectly,” says DeBrine.
By the end of September 2009, prior to the
peak shopping season, Target had migrated
all the virtual machines at every store from
Virtual Server 2005 to Hyper-V. With the
SQL Server bottleneck solved and Hyper-V
running problem-free through the holidays,

Target is in the process of migrating all of its stores to the Microsoft virtualisation solution
Target Technology Services turned its attention
to fulfilling its long-term goal for a Microsoft
virtualisation solution – migrating all the
applications at every store to Hyper-V.
Target purchased new Dell R710 servers
for the hosts running Hyper-V and Dell
MD1000 storage units. “We ran several pilots
and ultimately chose Dell because they had
a hardware platform that scales to meet our
needs,” says DeBrine.
Target is presently rolling out a two-serversper-store model with Hyper-V to all stores. “By
the second quarter of 2012, we’ll be complete,
with more than 15,000 virtual guests running on
more than 3,600 Hyper-V hosts across our entire

store network,” says Brad Thompson, director of
Infrastructure Engineering at Target.
Using virtualisation to consolidate
thousands of servers means that Target is
spending less time and money on its physical
infrastructure. Now the company can devote
more resources to driving its competitive
advantage through a superior guest
experience. The solution also allows Target
to quickly deploy additional workloads,
application upgrades and security updates
to the stores, a real boon considering the
small window of time available each night to
make changes to the stores’ IT environments.
In addition, it’s now much easier for Target

Technology Services to adhere to the service
level agreements it has with the business.
“After deploying Hyper-V, we have fewer
physical boxes, which means fewer points of
failure,” says Thompson. “Now that we have
virtualised our POS application, we can build
redundancy by replicating the application on
both Hyper-V host servers. It’s capabilities
like this that give us the confidence to run
our business-critical applications in the stores
on Hyper-V. It’s not hyperbole to suggest
that most of our guest shopping experiences
are affected by our Microsoft virtualisation
solution. That’s a good thing for Target, and
it’s a good thing for our guests.”
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supply chain management

“As IT catapults into driving
innovation and growth, CIO
leadership skills will be redefined.”

GoldCity Shoe

– Peter Sondergaard, Senior Vice President, Gartner Research
With more than 2,000 employees, GoldCity
Shoe operates three factories in Thailand,
which produce made-to-stock items for
the domestic market under its own brand
as well as made-to-order items for private
labels and OEM exports of products such as
camp boots and snow boots to Europe and
North America. The 57-year old company,
which also retails shoes from other
manufacturers, sells upwards of US$25
million a year across Thailand, Europe and
North America.
Before implementing Demand Solutions
Forecast Management in 2010, GoldCity
was using spreadsheets to predict demand
for 4,000 stock keeping units (SKUs)
across its entire operation. “In Thailand,
we operate under many strategies when it
comes to planning and forecasting, such
as seasonal demand and international
demand,” says Surasak Jinapun, managing
director at GoldCity Shoe. The complexity
and inaccuracy of using spreadsheets was
multiplied by the fact that most of the brands
were manufactured in several styles and each
style then came in three or more colours.
“The implementation of Forecast
Management has enabled us to accurately
predict our demand across the various
markets for each season while
reducing risk and
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improving the overall efficiency of our
business planning process,” says Surasak.
To keep track of projected sales, the
forecast planner worked with a sales team
of ten people and each sales person used
Excel and OLAP data from the company’s
enterprise resource planning (ERP) system
to analyse product groups and develop
forecasts. The company supplemented
projections with monthly histories from the
previous year, including information on sales
promotions and price increases that may have
affected sales. That information was pulled
together into a single forecast, which was sent
to the supply chain manager who would run
the colour-size ratio to break the forecasted
number down to the SKU level for the next
month. The results were then sent back to the
ERP system.
“That takes a very long time, so we
decided to bring in Demand Solutions,” says
Surasak. GoldCity implemented the first
phase of Forecast Management for student
canvas shoes in November 2010 and then
added Replenishment Management in
December 2010.
“In footwear, style-colour-size makes the
forecasting process all the more complicated
when compared to flat finished goods,” adds
Ian Kaw who worked on the project and
is director of field operations for Demand
Solutions Asia.
“We could only focus on group
and size. For example, item number
112 comes in three colours, and
each colour has 25 sizes, which
means 75 SKUS for style number
112. We could do forecasting
for number 112 by style only,”
explained Surasak.

Now, with Demand Solutions, the
company can forecast at the style level, then
use the software’s scaling feature to ‘prorate’
these forecasts down to the colour and style
level. Surasak believes that Demand Solutions
will prove especially valuable during the
volatile economic conditions, which he
expects to continue not only in Thailand
but worldwide. Rubber prices have been
rising as the Chinese automobile industry
expands, and the pressure on oil prices due to
uncertainties of supply from the Middle East
continues. The combination of these factors
will have an adverse effect on shoe prices and
sales volumes worldwide.
“We are learning every day the power and
deep functionality of the Demand Solutions
product,” adds Surasak. “Because our demand
is irregular and we conduct numerous sales
promotions, the manual adjustment feature
of the Forecast Management product allows
our planners to predict a more accurate sales
demand projection.
“Planning is much easier now and we are
running at least two kinds of forecasts – one
for supply chain managers and another for
salesmen who use the data with their clients.
I foresee that these systems will help us make
better business decisions,” concludes Surasak.

Re-imagine IT: Leading From the Front
This year, the Symposium/ITxpo
agenda is built around the
priorities that CIOs themselves
have identified as pivotal to
enterprise IT success —
delivering new ways to rethink,
redefine and re-imagine the
essential elements of IT, from
infrastructure and cost factors
to people and processes.
Join us to experience the
power of in-depth IT analysis,
collaborative problem-solving
and industry thought leadership
at its best.

Visit gartner.com/eu/symposium or call +44 20 8879 2430

Overview
Solution: Supply chain management
Benefits: Increased sales volumes, improved
forecast accuracy, improved decision making,
safety stock reduced by eight per cent
Technologies: Demand Solutions Forecast
Management
Partner: Demand Solutions
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Bindawood Group

Artsana Group

The Bindawood Group, one of the largest
retailers in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
operates a chain of supermarkets and
hypermarkets under its Bindawood and
Danube brands. Its goal is to provide
shoppers with a wide variety of quality
products at competitive prices. The group
operates more than 30 stores located
throughout Saudi Arabia, including the cities
of Makkah, Jeddah, Riyadh, Khobar and
Madinah al Munawara.
As Bindawood Group’s customer base
continued to grow, the retailer recognised that
its digitally-enabled shoppers expected them
to meet their need for technology that would
support independent, convenient and speedy
in-store transactions. Seeing an opportunity to
further build customer loyalty and differentiate
itself from competitors, the Bindawood Group
opted to become the first retailer in Saudi Arabia
to deploy self-checkout technology.
After reviewing the product offerings of
several vendors in the self-checkout industry,
the Bindawood Group chose to again partner
with NCR. It was already familiar with NCR as
a result of using its RealPOS 80XRT platform
and NCR Advanced Retail Solution software
as well as previous generation technology
solutions for the past 16 years. Working closely
with Retail Business Solutions, an NCR valueadded reseller located in Saudi Arabia, and the
Bindawood Group’s point-of-sale, application
and operations teams, NCR deployed its
NCR SelfServ Checkout solution, which was
customised to accommodate the unique
language, currency and cultural requirements
of the region. The engagement of NCR’s Store
Business Consulting was a catalyst for getting
the right operational model in place and
enabling Bindawood in-store staff to manage

Started in 1946, the Artsana Group has
grown to become an international business
with over 7,000 employees. The group is
comprised of two business areas: baby
care, and health and beauty care. Among
its best known brands are Chicco, Prénatal
and Boppy for the Baby Care division; and
PiC, Lycia, Serenity and Control for the
Health and Beauty Care division.
The collaboration between TXT and
the Artsana Group revolves around the
fashion side of the Chicco brand. Artsana
is in charge of all aspects of the collection
lifecycle (apparel and shoes) from concept
to execution, which includes prototyping,
fitting, sampling and production.
The growth of the Chicco fashion area
over the years pushed the Artsana Group to
strongly examine the potential of product
data management (PDM) solutions. The
group was looking for a tool that was not
only fashion-orientated but also scalable as
the business grew.
An efficient PDM solution would help the
Chicco fashion area to overcome all of the classic
limitations of a non-centralised management of
information, including spending too much time
consolidating information from different sets
of data, a lack of standard stock keeping unit
(SKU) codes among different functions and
difficulty tracking all updates.
The software selection by the Artsana Group
led to the choice of TXT’s PDM solution; the
group recognised the perfect match between
TXT and the functional requirements of the
fashion business. Furthermore, the company
saw the flexibility of the tool that was able to
adapt to the organisation’s requirements today
and evolve with them as needed over time.
The project was ambitious not only because

Self-service retailing
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product data management

the solution effectively.
Using the tag line ‘Quick, Fun, and Easy’
to draw customers to the new technology,
the Bindawood Group has transformed and
enhanced the shopper’s experience in Saudi
Arabia by installing NCR Self Checkout
stations in its stores. Bindawood-branded Hera
supermarket store in Jeddah replaced two
cashier-assisted lanes with four self-checkout
stations and one mobile attendant. Shoppers
can now scan, bag and pay for their transactions
quickly and privately.
Since the deployment of the solution in
January 2011, the average transaction time has
been less than two minutes for the more than
4,500 customers that use the self-checkout
stations weekly. Customer response has
been positive, with 35 per cent choosing to
conduct their transactions at self-checkout
stations. In July 2011, Sairafy Danube-branded
hypermarket store successfully deployed the
NCR SelfServ Checkout solution, where the
technology has enjoyed success similar to that of
Bindawood-branded supermarkets. Bindawood

and Danube store customers have called the
availability of self-checkout technology “the best
shopping idea in Saudi.”
“The NCR SelfServ Checkout solution
offers a seamless, user-friendly interface that
has enabled our customers to complete their
in-store transactions independently and
quickly,” says Ahmed Bindawood, executive
director at Bindawood Group. “The easy-tofollow touchscreens and bilingual capability
of the self-checkout stations, which provide
the option of checking out with either Arabic
or English audio prompts, have made them
very popular with shoppers. NCR has been
outstanding in deploying the technology.”

Overview
Solution: Self-service
Benefits: Reduced checkout wait time,
improved customer satisfaction, expanded
market visibility, enhanced brand awareness
Technologies: NCR SelfServ Checkout
Partner: NCR, Retail Business Solutions

TXT’s PDM/PLM solutions help companies streamline processes and communication
across the collection lifecycle
of the inner complexity of the fashion business
(SKU proliferation, a variety of styles, processes
involving many functions), but also due to
the need to replace the old PDM system very
quickly. The joint effort of the Artsana and TXT
teams enabled the group to experience the
go-live of the new PDM system in the Apparel
Division (Italy and China) within four months.
Since then, the Shoes division has gone live
after only a few weeks.

Overview
Solution: Product data management
Benefits: Reduced product development
times, streamlined processes, coordinated
data management, improved communication
Technologies: TXT PDM
Partner: TXT e-solutions
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signing out
NCR

Growth through
innovation
Constant evolution is the secret to success for NCR. Rebecca Lambert speaks to Kim Eaton at the company to
find out more about its latest move to strengthen its leadership in the hospitality and speciality retail markets
Since the day it began manufacturing and selling
the first mechanical cash registers invented by
James Ritty, NCR has not been a company that
has rested on its laurels. In 1884 when John H.
Patterson and his brother set up the National
Cash Register Company (as it was known then),
cash registers were expensive and demand for
them was limited. Continuous innovation and
a philosophy to sell a business function rather
than just a piece of machinery, however, quickly
turned around the company’s fortunes. Today,
NCR sells automated teller machines, selfcheckouts and other assisted- and self-service
solutions to organisations around the world,
generating US$4.81 billion in revenue last year
alone. Most recently the company acquired
Radiant Systems to strengthen its software
and services offering, and establish category
leadership in the hospitality and speciality retail
markets. Rebecca Lambert catches up with Kim
Eaton, NCR’s vice president of marketing for
Hospitality and Speciality Retail to find out more.

Its customer base includes four international oil
companies and six of the top ten movie theatre
circuits, including Lowes and AMC.

Can you tell me more about Radiant Systems and
the solutions it has developed?
Radiant Systems is a leading provider of multichannel point-of-sale and managed hosted
service solutions to the hospitality and speciality
retail segments. Its market-leading software
and software as a service (SaaS) solutions
include POS, reporting and data analytics,
loss prevention, site and systems management
tools and marketing applications, such as gift
card, loyalty and e-mail marketing. With more
than 100,000 active installations worldwide,
Radiant has been the number one provider for
the hospitality industry since 2004, serving six
of the top ten fastest growing chains in quick
service, table service and fast/casual restaurants.

How will Radiant Systems’ products be used to
penetrate this market?
NCR plans to leverage Radiant Systems’ position in
quick service and table service restaurants, speciality

What value will the Radiant Systems acquisition
bring to NCR?
Radiant has a strong and rapidly growing software
business with SaaS/subscription delivery capability
across hospitality and speciality retail markets,
which complements NCR’s existing software
business. Its growth strategy has always been
focused on taking great care of customers, delivering
leading innovation and continuing to expand its
market presence around the globe. The acquisition
of Radiant Systems brings together two great
companies that complement each other and have
little overlap. With the addition of Radiant Systems,
NCR will create a third core industry vertical, after
its financial and retail lines of business. The total
addressable market for hospitality and speciality
retail is approximately US$8 billion in size and is
under-penetrated by industry leaders.

“Global adoption of selfservice is accelerating across
industries and becoming a
horizontal business model
driven by front-office
productivity gains”

and convenience retailers and entertainment venues
by combining Radiant Systems’ solution and
services portfolio with its own existing portfolio,
brand and global reach. NCR will use its global sales,
services and operations organisations to extend this
portfolio to many of the fastest growing markets in
the world. Market coverage will also be enhanced by
Radiant Systems’ strong channel partner network,
which will complement NCR’s indirect channel and
support its goal of building a world-class channel
partner network.
What are NCR’s long-term business goals?
Innovation is the foundation of our growth
strategy, with breakthrough innovation in our core
industries and across regional markets playing a
key role in NCR’s renewed revenue and margin
growth, as well as the expansion into rapidly
growing adjacencies. Global adoption of self-service
is accelerating across industries and becoming a
horizontal business model driven by front-office
productivity gains and consumer expectations
for seamless interactions across channels, and we
look forward to helping companies enable these
seamless consumer interactions.
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Traditional Workforce Management vendors are happy just to generate a labour schedule for a
retailer's store employees. But retailers also have to ensure their employees are doing the right
thing at the right time to increase sales.
Reflexis is the only company to provide a workforce management solution that allows retailers
to align store labour and activities to corporate goals. Only Reflexis enables retailers to
execute flawlessly and uncover profit.
That's why retailers are switching to Reflexis, rather than upgrading their old labour scheduling
solutions. It's also why retailers rate Reflexis above other workforce management vendors in
the most recent RIS News Software LeaderBoard.
Don’t believe us? Ask our customers.
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